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Dedication
Frances Johnson
H
LaVerne  Vayo
Ed Sparks Anita Morse 
The 2015 Annual Town Report is dedicated to the memories of 
four outstanding public servants who collectively dedicated over 
90 years of service to Harpswell.
31 years as Town Clerk and 
3 as Deputy Town Clerk
5 years as Town Clerk and 
3 as Deputy Town Clerk
Over 30 years as a 
secretary for the Town and 
its Board of Selectmen
Over 20 years of service 
on the Orr’s-Bailey Islands 
Fire Department
Elected Town Officials 
January 1 to December 31, 2015
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor:
Richard A. Daniel, Chair (2016) 
Kevin E. Johnson (2017) 
Elinor Multer (2018)
Town Clerk: Rosalind M. Knight (2016)
Tax Collector: Jill M. Caldwell (2016)
Road Commissioner: Ronald D. Ponziani (2018)
M.S.A.D. # 75 Directors:
Linda W. Hall (2016) 
David. A. Johnson (2017) 
Sarah A. Clemons (2017) 
Joanne M. Rogers (2018)
H
Town of Harpswell
Incorporated the 13th Town 
January 25, 1758
First Settled:  Mid 1600’s
Permanently Settled:  1727
2010 Census:  4,740
Registered Voters:  3,947 
Total Miles of Shoreline:  216.8
Total Area in Square Miles:  23.68
2015 State Valuation:  $1,846,200,000
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Boards and Committees 
BANDSTAND ENERGY    MITCHELL FIELD   
Robert Modr '16 Daniel Huber '16 Jane Covey '16 
Bryan Foster '16 Paul Desjardins '16 Nate Wildes '16 
Candis Hine '16 Aaron Despres '16 Michael McCabe '17 
Chris Huber '16 David Chipman '18 Scott Sheffer '17 
Chris Hall '16 John Monaghan, Jr. '18 Sandra Allen '17 
Richard Meisenbach '16 David Chipman '18 
William Muldoon '16 FIRE & RESCUE  Donald  Miskill, Jr. '18 
Daniel McMahon "16" Associate Benjamin  Wallace, Jr. '16 Robert  Roark '18 
Sarah Moulton "16" Associate Frank True, Jr '16 Nancy Sohl '18 
Walter Johnson '16 William Muldoon '16 (Resigned) 
BOARD OF APPEALS William Beazley '16 (Interim) 
John Perry '16 Gail Hart '16 PLANNING BOARD 
Ellen Lebauer '16 Cindy Watson '16 Burton Taylor, Jr. '16 
James Knight '17 Sheila Lucas '16 David Chipman '16 
Kent  Simmons '18 Edward Blain '16  (Resigned) Debora Levensailor '16 
Ellen Shillinglaw '18 Aaron Fuchs '17 
Patricia Lawson '16 Associate HARBOR & WATERFRONT Paul Standridge '18 
Jacques Dostie '16 John Papacosma '16 Associate 
BUDGET ADVISORY Jon Rogers '16 
Donald Miskill, Jr. '16 Jane Jukes '16 RECREATION 
Allan LeGrow '16 Alison Hawkes '16 Susan Rich '16 
Jane Meisenbach '16 Burton Taylor, Jr. '18 Anthony Barrett '16 
Linda Hall '17 William Saxton '18 Richard Meisenbach '17 
Burton Taylor, Jr. '18 Richard Moseley '16  (Resigned) Raymond Sohl '17 
Donald Miskill, Jr. '18 
CONSERVATION 
COMMISSION MARINE RESOURCES David Brooks '18 
Ann Nemrow '16 David Wilson '16 William Muldoon '17 (Resigned) 
Burton Taylor, Jr. '16 Jon Rogers '16 
Mary Ann Nahf  '17 Weston Watts '16 RECYCLING  
Sue Vachon '17 John Gormley '17 Michael McCabe '16 
Deirdre Strachan '18 Jeffrey Conant '17 Alison Hawkes '16 
Paul Ciesielsk '18 Associate Michael  Bernier, Sr. '18 Jeffery Stann '17 
Anne Perry '16 Associate Justin Farmer '18 John Holland '18 
Wendell Cressey '16 (Resigned) George Barker '18 
EMERGENCY VEHICLES Shelly Wilson '16 (Resigned) 
Benjamin Wallace, Jr. '16 Connie Bernier '17 (Resigned) TOWN LANDS 
Jonathan Burbank '16 Ellen Shillinglaw '16  
Steve Galhardo '16 Hope Hilton '16 
Walter Johnson '16 Jane Smith '16 
William Beazley '16 (Interim) David Hackett '17 
David Mercier '16 Kenneth Oehmig '17 
Frank True, Jr. '16 Edward  Perry '17 
Edward Blain '16 (Resigned) Jean Richter '18 
Eric Chipman '16 (Resigned) John Loyd, Jr. '16 Associate 
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Selectmen 
The Board of Selectmen is grateful for all who make up our Town’s administration and staff. Their 
knowledge and commitment to their work and to the citizens of Harpswell are greatly appreciated. 
Where would we be without all of you who serve our Town on one or more of its committees, boards or 
commission?  Thank you. 
The Board of Selectmen values the relationships the Town has with area civic organizations, businesses 
and individuals.  Thank you for your good work and goodwill towards Harpswell.  
Below is a representation of matters the Board of Selectmen has been and is working on. 
Mitchell Field 
The Board of Selectmen held a workshop with the Mitchell Field Committee, Town administrators, Town 
staff and others to go over multiple matters that included a proposed boat launch, the use of the 
administration building, water tower, and gatehouse by interested parties, as well as the collapse of the 
pump house resulting in a conversation about safety and disposition of the pier and possible means of 
financing.  The Board urges you to read the report submitted by the Mitchell Field Committee about the 
pier and boat launch.  There will be a warrant article at Town Meeting asking for approval of the direction 
laid out in the Committee report.   
Representatives from Senator King’s office met with the Town Administrator and Select Board chair at 
Mitchell field to discuss opportunities on site.  Senator King’s office has been helpful and supportive and 
will share information with Senator Collins’ office. Senator King’s staff facilitated another meeting with a 
representative of the US Department of Commerce to have a preliminary discussion about possible grants 
for the infrastructure of the Marine Business District at Mitchell Field. 
The Selectmen will be holding a work shop in the coming weeks with Harpswell Coastal Academy 
(HCA), a party interested in the use of the administration building and land in the business district at 
Mitchell Field. 
Harpswell Aging at Home 
In August 2015, the Board of Selectmen partnered with the community non-profit group, Harpswell 
Aging at Home. This dedicated and purpose driven group, which has undertaken to develop and 
disseminate a survey, hold focus groups, and issue a report identifying needs, will now concentrate on 
viable and thoughtful solutions for Harpswell’s aging population. Their report can be found on the 
Town’s website. A representative of the Select Board is an ex officio member of this group.  
Transportation 
Although ridership for the Harpswell Explorer was low, we did learn from this experience and continue to 
work with Coastal Trans and will seek the assistance of Harpswell Aging at Home in assessing the service 
and considering alternatives if the need is there. 
Cedar Beach 
Last year Town Meeting voted to assist the Cedar Beach Cedar Island Supporters (CBCIS) with up to 
$110,000 to defend a court ruling that secured access over Cedar Beach Road to Cedar Beach and Cedar 
Island. $63,249 has been contributed to CBCIS legal efforts and the appeals process has nearly played 
out. A decision by the Maine Supreme Judicial Court is expected at any time. 
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Town Administrator 
The 2015 Annual Town Report not only summarizes the activities and operations of the Town over a 
distinctive one-year period, it also presents information about ongoing projects and new proposals.  The 
many reports—by elected officials, staff, outside organizations, committees and other volunteers—
represent the diversity and complexity of issues handled by local government.  Financial statements 
contained in the report are reflective of sound fiscal policies  
and procedures. 
 
2015 Highlights 
? Completing a capital project on Bayview, Abner Point, Washington and Steamboat Wharf roads 
? Contributing to the efforts of the Cedar Beach/Cedar Island Supporters to secure public access 
? Purchasing a new ambulance for use by Harpswell Neck Fire and Rescue  
? Selling the West Harpswell School property to Harpswell Coastal Academy 
? Completing the sale of a tax-acquired parcel on Hildreth Road with 12 acres of the parcel, near 
Otter Brook, to remain in conservation 
? Reinstating the Property Tax Assistance Ordinance 
? Partnering with Harpswell Aging at Home to engage the community in an assessment and 
discussion of aging issues 
? Piloting a public transportation system 
 
Looking Ahead to 2016—Many of the following initiatives will depend upon the legislative body’s 
approval at Town Meeting on March 12. 
? Completing debris removal from the collapsed pump house at the Mitchell Field pier 
? Planning for the future of waterfront development at Mitchell Field 
? Undertaking a capital project on Lookout Point, Stover’s Cove and Stover’s Point roads 
? Stabilizing the embankment at the entrance to Long Point road 
? Contributing to Harpswell Heritage Land Trust to protect 68 acres at Otter Creek and provide 
public access 
? Partnering with Mid Coast Hunger Prevention to have a mobile food pantry come to Harpswell 
? Holding a recreation-based event at Mitchell Field  
 
Operations 
Operationally, there are few changes to services in the proposed 2016 budget.  The Recreation Director is 
slated to move from working 25 hours per week to 30 hours, primarily to keep up with programming 
needs.  The budget continues to retain the services of a marine consultant to oversee the Town’s shellfish 
conservation program and covers the cost of planning services by moving from a full-time planner to a 
contract for planning services that will provide for 10-20 hours per week of service as needed.  The 
proposed 2016 budget continues the implementation of a systematic approach to addressing employee 
compensation levels by moving employees closer to the mid-points established in the 2014 salary survey. 
 
Long-range planning  
In the development of the proposed 2016 budget, much consideration has been given to the possibility of 
future costly capital projects, such as the disposition of the pier at Mitchell Field, infrastructure for the 
Marine Business District at Mitchell Field and an expansion of the emergency services building on 
Mountain Road.  Realizing that projects of this magnitude may be on the horizon, the 2016 budget does 
not propose to add to the Town’s current bonded indebtedness.  Future Town Meetings will likely need to 
weigh in on these matters.  
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Assessing Office 
The Assessing Office provides the taxpayers of Harpswell with fair and equitable valuations of real estate 
and business personal property, for tax purposes, in accordance with Maine State Law.  The Assessor’s 
Office is committed to maintaining positive public relations and providing reliable information. 
 
As of April 1, 2015, taxable valuation of the Town of Harpswell was $1,805,420,500.  This includes 
taxable real estate with a value of $1,800,372,600 and taxable personal property with a value of 
$5,047,900.  The value of tax-exempt property was $65,284,000.  There are currently 4,995 real estate 
accounts and 151 personal property accounts. 
 
The Assessors committed the annual assessments to the Tax Collector on August 6, 2015 with a mil rate 
of $6.24, due dates of 9/16/2015 and 12/16/2015, an interest rate of 6% on delinquent taxes and a total of 
$11,265,824 to be collected for 2015 taxes. 
 
The Town of Harpswell has land area of 14,230 acres and approximately 216 miles of ocean frontage.  Of 
the 4,995 land parcels, 4,192 are improved and 803 are vacant. Sixteen percent of the acreage in 
Harpswell is in the State’s Current Use Program.  1,464 acres are enrolled in the Tree Growth Program 
and 683 acres are protected under the Open Space Program.  There are 94 acres of farm land and 89 acres 
of farm woodland enrolled in the Farm Land Current Use Program.  Nine percent of the acreage in 
Harpswell is exempt from taxation, including over 357 of protected land owned by Harpswell Heritage 
Land Trust.  Additionally, the Town of Harpswell owns over 411 acres and the State of Maine and other 
land trusts own 553 acres, all of which is tax exempt.  
 
Annually, the Assessing Office reviews valuations and makes adjustments based on changes that occurred 
during the year [496 properties were visited in 2015].  The department is also responsible for maintaining 
accurate records of property ownership [321 transfers].  Part of the assessment process includes 
conducting an annual ratio study, which compares the actual selling price of property to assessments.  The 
most recent study conducted for state valuation purposes indicated the assessed values, on average, are at 
approximately 98% of market value.  The Assessing Office is also responsible for processing Homestead 
Exemptions [1,413], and Veterans and Veterans’ Widows’ Exemptions [240]. 
 
Please contact Debbie Turner or Jean Rich at the Assessing Office by calling 833-5771 or visit our 
Town’s website at www.harpswell.maine.gov and go to Town Departments and click on Assessor for 
information about property cards, tax maps, sales data, deeds, plans and applications for the Current Use 
Programs and exemptions that the State offers such as Veteran, Homestead & Blind exemptions, Tree 
Growth, Open Space & Farmland classifications, Charitable & Benevolent Institutions and Working 
Waterfront. 
 
Caretaker 
The Town Caretaker is responsible for the maintenance of Town-owned lands and buildings. The ongoing 
projects and efforts by the Town Caretaker in 2015 included: 
 
? Replacement of the generator at the Town Office. 
? Grading and paving of the parking lot and walking areas at the Town Office and the EMT garage. 
? Maintenance of fire suppression system at the Town Office. 
? Removal and replacing the shingled roof on the Town Office.  
? Upgrading interior/exterior lighting at the Town Office. 
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Year Permits Plumbing Mobile New Home Accessory Additions Piers Rip-Rap Other/repairsReplacement Repair/ Condos
Issued Issued Permits Homes (Stick & Modular) Structures Renovations Docks Seawall /maintnance Dwellings Replace
Floats Wharf
2010 291 158 5 20 92 71 6 15 68 12 2 0
2011 278 158 3 18 62 89 14 15 57 8 12 0
2012 252 160 1 16 43 97 11 8 55 11 10 0
2013 265 168 1 22 69 84 16 10 44 9 9 1
2014 269 185 1 25 36 136 18 4 24 2 23 0
2015 325 177 2 17 70 42 19 7 137 4 27 0
? Working with various Town staff to facilitate upkeep, maintenance and storage of Town-owned 
landings, wharves, watercraft and vehicles. 
? Ongoing and future maintenance programs at the Town Office include upgrading bathroom 
facilities to meet ADA requirements and replacing environmental system controls. 
  
If you have any questions or concerns regarding Town-owned lands or buildings, feel free to contact the 
Town Office at (207) 833-5771 and ask for the Code Enforcement Office.  
  
Code Enforcement Office 
In 2015 the Code Enforcement Office said goodbye to Jason Marshall and welcomed Fred Cantu, 
formerly the Manager of the Recycling Center.  Throughout 2015 the number of building permits 
increased by 21%, while plumbing permits decreased by 4%.  The number of permits keeps the Code 
Enforcement Officers busy with inspections and site visits.  If you’re planning a project, remember that 
all construction must comply with MUBEC (Maine Uniform Building & Energy Code) and be inspected 
for compliance.  The Code Office asks those who are building to please allow ample time for inspections 
(plumbing inspections require a 24-hour notice) to ensure that we don’t ask you to take it apart.  If it is 
buried, encased or enclosed, the Code Office will need to look at it.  Contact the Code Enforcement 
Office if you are unsure whether a project requires a permit, inspections, or a Certificate of Compliance 
and/or Occupancy. 
 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is still working to modernize and digitize coastal 
flood hazard maps.  Cumberland and York Counties are still not complete, with another evaluation 
expected that utilizes different calculation methods for wave run-up models.  Therefore, the November 
2013 Preliminary Maps are not valid, and may be completely re-drawn before this update is over.  Code 
Enforcement Officers are available to review current flood maps and the Town’s website will continue to 
be updated as new information is received. 
 
Please feel free to visit, call or e-mail with questions, concerns or suggestions.   
Emergency Management Agent 
During the winter of 2015, we got our fair share of snow.  In spite of that, the Town came through it all in 
good shape, in large part due to the readiness of our First Responder community to meet the needs of our 
neighbors and the Road Commissioner’s efforts to coordinate road clearing and treatment operations.  
Our success was also a reflection of each citizen’s efforts to ensure individual preparedness.  If you are 
looking for ways to help with your own readiness, you can find good information on the following web 
site:  www.maine.gov/mema/prepare/. 
Revision of the Town’s Emergency Operations Plan is nearly complete.  This document will help us 
manage future events that exceed response capabilities and resources normally available for daily 
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operations.  And, it will help bring us into compliance with federally recognized standards of the National 
Incident Management System. 
Harpswell now has access to a citizen emergency alerting tool called Red Alert.  This allows officials to 
quickly disseminate important information electronically to land line telephones, cell phones, text devices 
and email addresses.  Citizens with landline telephones are automatically enrolled.  Those who would like 
to be contacted on other devices, can arrange this by following the CodeRED link at the bottom of the 
Town’s Homepage.  There is no cost to citizens for this service. 
The Town’s Emergency Management Agent  had the opportunity to meet with leadership from the 
Harpswell Community School and the Harpswell Coastal Academy.  In spite of many competing 
demands for time and resources, both institutions are continuing to work towards a strengthened readiness 
posture. 
As always, take care of yourself, your family and your neighbors. 
Fire Warden  
For 2015, there were 434 burn permits issued by the Town fire wardens and no online permits were 
issued this year. Open burning permits can be obtained at the Town Office during normal business hours 
Monday through Friday and at the Recycling Center on Saturdays. In the summer, starting the first 
Thursday in May, permits can be obtained at the Recycling Center on Thursday mornings. Permits are not 
available online due to abuse of the system. 
Three (3) burning permits per day per fire department area may be issued for a total of nine (9) permits 
per day. 
Town Fire Warden Frank E. Hilton, 833-0025 (you may call this number after 7:00 AM any day of the 
week), and Deputy Fire Warden Dick Wyer, 833-5462, will issue permits on Sundays, Thursday 
mornings, when Town Office is closed, and Thursdays when the Recycling Center is closed as well as on 
Saturdays when the Recycling Center Manager Chuck Perow is unavailable. Deputy Fire Warden Linda 
Strickland will issue burning permits from the Town Office when the office is open. 
Open burning is not allowed in the Town of Harpswell without a permit. Thank you for burning 
responsibly. Please remember that it is illegal to leave an open burn until it is completely extinguished. In 
the interest of public safety, permits are not issued when the fire danger is determined to be extreme or 
very high by the Maine Forest Service, and only a limited number of permits are issued when the danger 
is high. The Forest Service posts current fire hazard conditions daily on its website. Plan your burn when 
vegetation is damp and wind is calm. Burning is ideal when the ground is snow-covered, during a light 
drizzle, and/or just before precipitation is forecast. Typically November through March offers the safest 
conditions for open burning.  
When you receive a burn permit, you agree to follow a specific set of safe practices. Please review these 
carefully before burning. Burning must proceed with all necessary precautions to prevent the spread of 
fire and must not create any nuisance conditions to neighbors. Do not burn when wind speed exceeds 10 
mph (5 mph when burning grass). If the wind comes up, you must extinguish the fire. Fires must be 
attended at all times by at least 2 adults with the necessary tools and water to enable a burn to be 
extinguished safely.  
A written permit issued by a Fire Warden must be in the possession of the permit holder, who must be in 
attendance at the fire. That individual is responsible for the fire and if it escapes he or she may be liable 
for suppression costs up to $10,000 as well as any damages caused to other properties. 
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General Assistance                               
All municipalities administer a service for the immediate aid of persons who are unable to provide the 
basic necessities.  An annual audit is performed by the Department of Health and Human Services and 
Harpswell’s program was deemed compliant, ensuring that the Town will continue to be reimbursed by 
the State.  As of July 1, 2015, the reimbursement rate changed from 50% to 70%.   In 2015, the Town saw 
an increase in the number of clients seeking housing assistance. Residents who apply for General 
Assistance are expected to provide documentation of income and repeat applicants are required to verify 
how they spent their income in the 30 days prior to making application.  An applicant who is not in need 
of emergency assistance may be required to fulfill a workfare requirement prior to receiving the 
nonemergency assistance conditionally granted to that applicant.   
 
The General Assistance Administrator serves to connect clients to other available resources. Applicants 
are directed to apply for LIHEAP (Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program) which is administered 
by the Maine State Housing Authority and contracted to the Opportunity Alliance Program (PROP). 
Harpswell residents may call PROP at 1-800-698-4959 or 553-5800 for an appointment. If you have 
questions about any of the above-mentioned programs, please contact Linda Strickland at the Town 
Office.     
                                    General Assistance Statistics 
 
?
 
 
 
 
Harpswell Heating Assistance  
The Harpswell Heating Assistance Program (HHAP) was started in March 2008. This is a locally 
administrated program intended to aid those who do not typically qualify for the General Assistance 
Program or other heating assistance programs, but who need help with heating costs.  Eligibility is 
determined on the basis of household income that is less than 200% of the Federal Poverty level. 
In 2015, HHAP provided assistance to 44 applicants for an average benefit of $230 per household. For 
eligible households, this program may provide up to 200 gallons of fuel oil or propane or the equivalent 
value in wood during the winter season. 
The Town received donations of $9,759 for the program in 2015 and $36,546 was carried over from the 
prior year.  Total expenditures in 2015 were $10,154, leaving a balance at year’s end of $36,151.  While 
the Town had only 4 fewer applicants in 2015 than 2014, expenditures were down over $6,000 given the 
decrease in the price of heating fuel. 
Thanks to the generosity of fundraising efforts by Cook’s Lobster House and its new owners, and 
contributions from many other donors, the fund has been maintained at a healthy level. 
 Housing Utilities Heating Food Supplies   Other Total 
2015 $  7,151 $1,630 $3,449 $   442   $  50 $   1,164 $13,886 
2014 $  4,660  $    794   $2,775 $        0   $     0 $            0 $  8,229 
2013 $10,226  $    802   $4,313  $     99    $  47 $            0 $15,305 
2012 $  5,206  $ 1,329   $4,789  $   741    $202 $            0 $12,267 
2011 $10,591 $    393 $5,670 $   271 $ 92 $            0 $17,213 
2010 $ 8,853 $ 1,005 $4,110 $   388 $311 $            0 $14,800 
2009 $13,277 $ 2,149 $2,494 $   416 $171 $            0 $18,509 
2008 $  9,769 $ 1,492 $2,528 $   602 $196 $            0 $14,905 
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Harbormaster  
The main job function of the Harbormaster is to oversee marine activities within the Town.  
Responsibilities include ensuring the safety of Town property, its inhabitants and the general public in 
order to guarantee the availability and use of the waterfront which is a valuable public resource.    
 
Moorings 
? All moorings in the Town of Harpswell are required by ordinance to have the mooring 
registration number permanently marked on the mooring ball with the registration sticker kept on 
the vessel registered to the mooring. 
? Moorings fees for existing moorings are due no later than May 1. Late payments applied after 
May 1 will be double the normal mooring fee.  
? Applications for new moorings that are approved by the Harbormaster but not paid for by the end 
of the year will be considered void and a new application will have to be submitted in order to 
register the mooring.  Moorings installed without payment of the registration fee, will be removed 
at the owners expense. 
? All float moorings are required to be registered with the Town and permitted by the Army Corps 
of Engineers (ACOE). ACOE applications are available online or from the Harbormaster’s office. 
 
The 2015 survey of moorings in Harpswell waters indicates an increase of moorings in the water, due in 
part to people installing previously registered moorings that were not in last year and new moorings 
approved in 2015. The total number of moorings recorded by GPS location for 2015 was 1,882, up 138 
from 2014. 
 
In 2015, 122 new mooring applications were received and processed, 103 applications were approved and 
19 denied because the applicant did not have a point of access. Mooring space is at a premium. There are 
35 mooring fields in Town and miles of shoreline scattered with individual moorings. The majority of 
moorings are accessed from commercial and private properties.  Only 8 of these mooring fields provide 
public access for non-residents and property owners with interior lots. To date there are 75 names on 
waiting lists for these 8 areas. 
 
Harbor management 
The Harbormaster continues to work with the Harbor and Waterfront Committee to determine the next 
steps for developing a Harbor Management Plan for all harbors. Currently all harbors are at full capacity 
for new moorings. The general feeling is that this condition will not improve with time and that fresh 
ideas are needed to manage perceived growth. Each harbor has its own unique characteristics that will 
have to be taken into consideration as the plan develops. Recently discussed were: eliminating unused 
moorings by invoking the no boat/no mooring requirement, requesting mooring applications be updated, 
and building a database of e-mail addresses for communication with mooring owners. The objectives are 
to identify issues that need to be addressed, to determine what can be done to make each harbor more 
efficient and to provide mooring spaces for those who are using the waterfront.  
 
Aquaculture  
Interest in aquaculture operations on the clam flats and on the water is a fast growing industry in 
Harpswell. The Harbormaster received 5 aquaculture applications in 2015 and 2 more as of February 
2016, involving leases for growing oysters, scallops, mussels, sea weed and sugar kelps. The Marine 
Resources Committee is working to preserve the clam flats and has discussed plans for leasing flats to 
grow clams. There are limited purpose, experimental, and standard aquaculture leases. Please contact the 
Department of Marine Resources or the Harbormaster for more information. 
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Planning Office 
2015 was a year of transition for the Planning Department.  Carol Eyerman, who had served as Town 
Planner for the last seven years, left to take a position with the Town of Topsham. Rather than fill the 
position of Town Planner, the Board of Selectmen evaluated the planning needs of the Town.  Based on 
this review, the Town contracted with Planning Decisions, Inc. to provide part-time planning services.  
Planning Decisions has been involved with the Town in the past including work on the economic 
development plan, facilitation of the discussion of EMT services, and zoning for Mitchell Field.  Mark 
Eyerman, the President of Planning Decisions, is serving as interim Town Planner on a part-time basis. 
 
Since starting to work with the Town in the summer, the Planner has been involved with a number of 
projects in addition to providing assistance to the Planning Board in its review of applications.  He has 
worked with the Mitchell Field Committee to develop its recommendations for the use and development 
of the waterfront at Mitchell Field.  He has also worked with the Conservation Commission on possible 
revisions to the Town’s Insect Growth Regulator Ordinance and with the Planning Board on a number of 
updates to the land use ordinances that will be considered at March Town Meeting. 
 
Recreation Department 
The Recreation Department’s main objective is to provide recreational programs for all ages. The 
department is responsible for recreational programming and overseeing the Trufant Summerton Athletic 
Field. This is accomplished with one part-time employee and many, many volunteers.  
 
Regular programs: Family Swim (twice yearly), Karate (twice yearly), PeeWee Soccer, XC running 
(twice yearly), Field Hockey, AYBL Basketball, Basketball FUNdamentals, Ski and Snowboard at Lost 
Valley, Tennis Academy at Harpswell Community School(HCS), Baseball, Softball, T-Ball, Camp 
Harpswell, Red Cross Summer Swim, Abbot Fletcher Sailing School, Kayaking for Kids with 
H2Outfitters, Kayaking for Teens and Young Adults, Harpswell Family Outings, Harpswell Hiking 
Challenge, Tuesday and Friday Bridge, and Yoga at the Town Office.  
 
One time and/or new events and programming: Great Maine Outdoor Weekend- snowshoeing and 
sledding at HCS, and Trails Day Tuesdays. 
 
The Recreation Committee has been busy keeping the trails beautiful and maintained. You may have 
noticed the new big blue and white signs around Town at trail heads. The blue and white signifies you are 
on a Town-owned property or trail and the color scheme carries through on all our signage. Many 
compliments have been received including, “I feel like I live somewhere special!” While 2015 was a quiet 
year for the Committee, it has been planning for trails on the east side of Devil’s Back. Some preliminary 
work has been done and the Committee is looking forward to a grand opening by Fall 2016. 
 
A special thank you to all the community members including parents who give their time, talents and 
positive contributions to Recreation programs and the Town. Volunteers allow the department to provide 
valuable services, programs and facilities which, in turn, create a true sense of community. New 
volunteers are always needed. If you are interested in volunteering there are opportunities for everyone. 
 
More information can be found at www.harpswell.maine.gov > Town Departments > Recreation. 
Recreation Director Gina Perow can be reached at 207-833-5771 ext. 108 or 
recreation@town.harpswell.me.us.  
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Tax Collector’s R eport
There were 5,146 tax bills sent out in 2015 with taxes due on September 15th and December 15th. Over 
97% of the Real Estate taxes have been collected for 2015. This office has collected over $12.7 million 
in taxes and fees. There were 89 liens filed in June to secure payment of 2014 taxes.  As always, it is a 
pleasure to see you in the office. Thank you for another great year.
You can re-register your automobiles, boats, snowmobiles and ATVs online, and pay your taxes at:  
www.harpswell.maine.gov, click on online services. We also accept credit card transactions in person.
Automobiles, trailers and duplicate registrations ............................ 6,019
Boats, milfoil upgrades and duplicate registrations ......................... 1,383
Documented boats............................................................................... 105
ATVs ................................................................................................... 135
Snowmobiles ....................................................................................... 162
Vehicles Online ................................................................................... 288
Passport Applications............................................................................ 84
Adams Jonathan B & Laura N . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,563.12
Allen Harry R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 434.93
 Allison G Christopher  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,126.59
* Allyn Robert & Daniel & Kimberly Poulton  . . . . . 552.95
 Anderson Donald W & Rosa T  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,069.54
* Anthoine-Orlandini Maureen M . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,255.76
* Armenante Mark A & Elizabeth T . . . . . . . . . . .  1,470.77
 Arquette Ronald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 678.29
 Austin David . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63.65
* Bailey Island Lobster Company . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,775.82
 Baribeau Richard   D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650.00
 Baribeau Richard Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 422.04
 Barker Martha  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,536.64
 Baughman Ryan & Katherine  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320.74
 Beebe Christina T & Kenneth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 944.06
* Bernier Leslie Nan & Charles L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 763.15
* Berube Cheryl A & Paul L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102.34
 Bibber Michael, Charles, Mary Winslow . . . . . . . . 641.47
* Boissonneault George & Susan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73.01
* Bonarrigo Margaret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44.90
* Bourgoin Marie P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 976.25
* Boutan Pierre J & Paul R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,963.16
* Boyer William & Leila . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 987.79
* Bradbury Lynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.93
* Brilliant Leon C & Marsha A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 654.57
* Brillant Marie L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,244.26
 Brown Anne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,455.79
 Brown Anne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,216.80
 Brown Brandon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129.79
* Bulger Brian & Benson Susan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 491.70
 Bullington Cynthia K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,337.54
* Cahill Christian E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257.09
* Caldwell Christopher & Jaqueline  . . . . . . . . . . .  2,615.18
* Caron Janelle M & Timothy B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 558.48
?? ????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 849.26
 Caron-Kelley Christine M & Edward K Kelley .  1,418.75
 Carriage Cottage Industries LLC . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,216.77
 Casual Rainbow LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,017.34
 Casual Rainbow LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258.02
 Catlin Betty Lou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604.97
 Center Island Terrace LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,455.79
 Center Island Terrace LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,295.07
* Chipman David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296.40
* Chipman David I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 766.27
 Chipman Ronald E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,506.34
 Chipman Stephen & Carroll M Noyes . . . . . . . . . . 526.03
 Chipman Stephen & Carroll M Noyes . . . . . . . .  1,238.64
? ???????????????????? ?????????????? 
      Roger Sirois & Alfred  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.20
* Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,132.21
 Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 804.96
 Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610.27
 Colburn David Nelson & Susan N . . . . . . . . . . .  2,517.84
* Collins Gary P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.57
 Coombs H Leo Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,095.12
 Coombs Janet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,003.66
* Copp Rickie & Rhonda Prosser-Copp . . . . . . . .  2,473.54
 Cort Ann S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,205.12
* Coyne James O & John J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,890.37
* Crawford John M Jr & Jodi L Johnson . . . . . . . .  1,158.77
2015 Unpaid Taxes (cont.)  * Indicates taxes paid in full after books are closed
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* Crosman Jamie c/o Atlantic Regional  
      Fed Cr Union  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551.62
 Crosman Jamie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521.04
 Crosman Jamie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,115.98
 Currie Theresa B  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,086.32
 Dammann Luella Pers Rep of   
      Frederick Dammann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,880.38
* Dana Micheal B & Janet T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,227.41
 Darling Brandy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,889.47
 Davis Everett Sr Trustee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 343.20
 Davis Everett Sr Trustee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 763.15
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.37
* Dehart Gay & Lina K Orr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,964.35
* Desjardins John . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 701.96
 Dingley Sandra A & Bard Linda  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,972.11
 Dolley Barry & Sandra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,611.09
 Drake Clayton H Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210.29
 Dunning Hrs of  Gertrude Piscezek  . . . . . . . . . . . . 291.63
 Dunning Hrs of  Gertrude Piscezek  . . . . . . . . . . . . 209.52
 Elliott Ricky & Wendy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,003.39
* Elvin James T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525.09
* Eubank Katharine & Leigh  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,862.01
 Evans Barry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595.92
* Fredette Leon V & Maggie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499.20
* Fredette Leon V & Maggie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41.18
 Galanek Mitchell  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,365.74
* Gavin Kimberly  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,466.09
 Gerschefski Mary G & Charles E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 430.56
* Gilliam  Marcia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768.77
* Gilliam  Marcia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,138.18
?? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
* Goggin Nancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 683.90
 Goguen Wilfred & Cheryl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,012.75
 Goodwin Lorna E  Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 719.79
 Graham Robert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,039.86
?? ?? ????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,504.47
* Guernelli Gianelia F & Karen M Trustees . . . . .  1,457.97
* Halpin Timothy F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 827.42
 Hansen John Henry  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102.34
 Harris Josephine A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852.80
* Harvey William L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399.36
 Havas Peter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,774.78
* Heim Carrie Kei & Peter K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,627.70
 Heisey Janice Lee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119.34
 Heisey Janice Lee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392.19
* Herter Frederic P Jr & Hoa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,190.51
* Hildreth Deborah & Charles &  
      Hildreth Realty llc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,203.61
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97.97
* Holton Jessica L Bibber  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427.16
* Howard Cynthia, Roger, S Driscoll,  
      Clyde & Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,251.58
 Hyde Frederick G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 942.24
 Jamaport LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 794.98
 Jamison Benton N & Phyllis R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,265.39
* Johnson Howard E Jr & Glenda L . . . . . . . . . . .  2,769.31
* Jones Terence J & Deborah A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
* Kane Hanna V & Janet Lombardo  . . . . . . . . . . . . 499.20
* Kane Hanna V & Janet Lombardo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41.18
 Kane Mitchell E & Alice C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 644.59
 Kelley Edward & Patricia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 904.18
 Kelley Edward & Patricia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543.50
 Kelly David Trustee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,321.01
 Kennedy Joseph  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120.43
 Kenney Bernice  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508.56
* Kimball Robert A & Kathryn C B Pers Rep  . . . . . 931.16
* King Block Realty LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,465.73
 Koenig Lisa, Linda, Ingram, Daniel  
      & Laurie Bowie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,438.32
 LaPolice George D LaPolice Liv Trust & Dennis . . . 18.79
 Lavigne John . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 976.56
 Leahy Thomas, Patricia, Joseph & Dorothy . . . .  1,081.39
* Leahy Thomas, Patricia, Joseph & Dorothy . . . .  4,379.23
* Leeman Christopher Per rep of  Carol Leeman . . . 386.88
 Lesneski Patricia K Trustee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524.16
 Lesneski Patricia K Trustee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 919.78
 Lesneski Patricia K Trustee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 384.38
 Letter Street LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285.79
 Little White Church (Community) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 702.00
* Lloyd Joane  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.17
* Lloyd Joane K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,130.37
 Long Reach View LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,843.61
 Lumbert Robert  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,032.72
* LVB Development LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 926.95
* Lybarger Adrienne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 431.82
* Lybarger Adrienne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,526.87
* MacMullen Howard H Jr & Florence  . . . . . . . .  2,815.84
* Macomer Steven H & Jane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.73
* Macomer Steven H & Jane  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.73
* Macomer Steven H & Jane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.73
* Macomer Steven H & Jane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106.39
 Maney Harold  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.40
 Maney Harold Sr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 961.58
 Maney Harold W Jr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.39
 Marando Michael & Denise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 668.55
* Marean Daniel W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 725.09
 Marr Maurita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,904.10
* Marshall Gregory J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,115.09
* Marstaller Nancy, David & Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . 233.28
 Mathews Sandra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146.34
 Mattsen Kenneth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 844.90
 Mattsen Kenneth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 898.56
 McCarthy William E & Mary B . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,518.09
 McCoig Katherine E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607.06
 McKay Stephen Ekman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,613.04
 McKnight Linda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341.38
* Mello Rosemarie & David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,338.48
 Michelson Andrea Trustee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,472.69
 Miksits Helen E & Herbert B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,777.43
* Millar Daniel S & Lorrie K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 673.29
 Millar Daniel S & Lorrie K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 412.79
* Millar Robert H & Christine R Trustees  . . . . . . . . 529.46
 Mitchell Lynette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548.84
* Monroe Paul J & Leigh I Kelly . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,713.50
 Morgan Chester & George  
      & Linda Furbish  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,301.04
 Morgan Gegi c/o Furbish Linda  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,282.94
* Morgan George & James E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.06
 Morgan Mary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 665.81
* Morin Stacy Personal rep of  John Bear . . . . . . . . . 638.04
 Murray Paul J & Sandra A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,228.03
 Myers Leonard A & Dana  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 931.66
2015 Unpaid Taxes (cont.)  * Indicates taxes paid in full after books are closed
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* Neils Point LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,099.99
* Nesbit  James IV Robert &  
      James Alexander & John & Douglas Steele . . .  1,149.79
* Nesbit Robert & Thomas &  
      James Alexander & John & Douglas Steele  . . . . 949.88
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 915.41
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 204.36
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 168.48
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 172.53
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 172.53
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 172.53
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 166.92
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 163.17
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 163.17
* Nordwall Alan Jr & Michelle Zuehlke . . . . . . . . . . 172.53
 O’Connor Kevin M & Mary Bradstreet . . . . . . . . . 122.30
 O’Neil Lynn A  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,474.43
* Oak Ledge LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,439.80
 Ober Diane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,753.90
 Ormsby Robert ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 503.57
* Orrino Anthony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275.04
 Palmer Carol A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604.03
* Pancione Michael, Thomas &  
      Christopher Upchurch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 695.92
 Paradis Richard C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 906.67
 Parent Norman C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,986.19
 Parker Kristine Ellen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,292.95
 Patterson J Milton PR  
      of  the Est of  J M Patterson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,903.74
 Peet Deborah  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675.17
* Pejepscot Industrial Park Inc  
      c/o Mills Karen & Barry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,325.96
* Pejepscot Industrial Park Inc 
      c/o Mills Karen & Barry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 728.52
* Penny Debra J & Robert E Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246.48
* Penny Robert E Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 912.60
 Perkins Carolyn Ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 980.73
* Perkins Joan M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.81
* Perry Alfred Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357.55
? ???????????????????????? ? ????????  . . . . . . . . . . 320.74
* Pierce Angela L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 537.89
 Pilon Douglas J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109.43
 Piscezek Gertrude L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,128.46
 Pletts Rose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109.04
 Pletts Rose & Mark A & Lindsey A Pletts Becker  1,191.33
* Pozzy Jennifer Jean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,017.13
 Purinton Bruce G Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,075.15
 Purinton Bruce G Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,726.88
* Pynchon Timothy M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 836.16
* Quimby Wayne A Carole E Trustees . . . . . . . . . . . 873.91
* Ramsay Craig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260.21
* Ramsay Craig & Susan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524.78
 Randall William & Heather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,568.16
 Rice-Gould Norma J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,770.91
 Ring Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,700.05
 Rogers Jon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333.22
 Rogers Jon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,375.92
 Rugar David . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 344.76
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380.02
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547.25
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 944.11
* Skillin Douglas L & Dorothy E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 848.64
* Skillin Douglas L & Dorothy E . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,545.65
 Smith Richard N & Velma Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755.66
* Snow Susan S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.29
* Speare Patricia Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 858.93
 Sprague Sarah V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,106.86
* Stabnick Andrew & Paula S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.05
* Stancombe Richard E & Kris A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 929.76
 Taylor G Donald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 419.95
* The Bank of  New York Mellon  
      c/o Kadeth LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,628.02
* Thompson Shirley  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117.42
* Tisdale Greg & Jennifer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,741.58
* Tisdale Gregory & Jennifer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,791.15
* Tisdale Gregory & Jennifer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,226.16
 Tobey Caroll c/o Lynda Bobb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236.50
* Tondreau Stephen G & Catherine . . . . . . . . . . .  1,051.13
* Toothaker Jacqueline M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 506.69
 Toothaker Rudolph O Jr & David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496.70
* Trautman Wilbur C Jr & Mary  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.33
* Trowbridge Hannah Fox. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,683.86
 Truscott Martha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,744.08
 Trusiani Lisa M & Richard L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336.34
* Vanatta Garrett D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.20
* Vanatta Garrett D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318.19
 Varney James & Edland & Kenneth Barent Roger 
      Kimberly Sullivan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.72
* Veneziano Daniele  & Zahava  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 882.96
* Wadsworth John A & Elizabeth C 
      Howard L III & Kathleen I Carr 1/2 . . . . . . . . . 904.80
 Wallace James & William C & Bea Cunningham 
      Mary H & Goodnow, Amy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 693.21
* Wallace Mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109.87
* Walsh Laura, Diana Lederman & James  . . . . . .  2,774.04
 Ward Lewis V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,143.44
 Ward Timothy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,851.41
 Ware David c/o David W Duhme . . . . . . . . . . . . . 666.20
* Warner Jo M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195.31
* Warner John M Jr & Prudence  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,408.37
* Watson Mark E & Jennifer O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 922.27
 Weinert Frederick & Stephen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317.62
* Werler Edward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 778.13
* Wessell David & Kimberly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,068.91
* Wheaton Theresa V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 948.17
* Wilkes Carol S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,601.87
* Wilkes Carol S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.61
 Wille Margaret D & Margaret L & Charles K . .  1,085.46
* Wilson: Coombs: Robinson:  
      Slap Common Land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.86
* Wing Judtih c/o Colleen Begley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768.45
 York Adam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,324.13
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $288,606.58
2015 UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY
* Bailey Island Lobster Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111.07
* Comcast of  Maine/NH, Inc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8,517.60
 Earth Works Landscaping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134.78
* Pesce Maine Lobster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.74
TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8,772.19
2015 Unpaid Taxes (cont.)  * Indicates taxes paid in full after books are closed
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2014 TAXES TO LIEN
 Allen Harry R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302.01
 Allison G Christopher  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,078.88
 Anderson Donald  W & Rosa T . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,045.54
 Arquette Ronald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548.89
 Bibber Michael, Charles, Mary Winslow . . . . . . . . 627.08
 Brown  Anne G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,423.13
 Brown Anne G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,189.50
 Brown Brandon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126.88
 Center Island Terrace LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,423.13
 Center Island Terrace LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,243.58
 Chipman Stephen & Caroroll M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514.23
 Chipman Stephen & Caroroll M . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,210.85
? ?????????????????????? ????????????? 
      & Roger C Sirois & Alfred  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.50
* Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,084.37
 Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 786.90
 Colburn David  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596.58
?? ???????????????????????????? 
      Regional Fed Cr Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539.24
? ??????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509.35
 Darling Brandy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,847.08
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.27
 Dingley Sandra A & Bard Linda  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,905.43
 Dolley Barry & Sandra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,530.07
 Elliott Ricky & Wendy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192.01
 Evans Barry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 582.55
 Graham Robert E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,938.29
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.77
 Hyde Frederick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 921.10
 Kane Mitchell E & Alice C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630.13
 Koenig Lisa & Linda Ingram Daniel T  
      & Laurie A Bowie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,406.05
?? ???????????????????????? ?????????? ? 
      & Dorothy A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,550.60
 Maney Harold Sr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470.00
 Marr Maurita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,838.94
 Mattsen Kenneth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805.00
 Mattsen Kenneth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 779.97
 Morgan Linda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,254.16
 O’Connor Kevin M & Mary Bradstreet . . . . . . . . . 119.56
 Ormsby Robert ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492.27
 Parent Norman c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970.81
 Piscezek Gertrude L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,046.51
? ??????????????? ??? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,051.03
? ??????????????? ??? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,665.70
 Ring Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,639.47
? ???????????  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325.74
? ???????????  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,345.05
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371.49
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581.94
 Savage George W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 952.82
 Smith Richard N & Velma Hrs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340.45
 Trusiani Lisa M & Richard L PA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328.79
 Ward Lewis V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,775.91
 Weinert Frederick & Stephen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188.35
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $57,227.95
 2013 TAXES TO LIEN
 Bibber Michael, Charles, Mary Winslow . . . . . . . . 356.90
 Brown Brandon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120.22
? ???????????????? ????????????? 
      Roger Sirois & Alfred  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.90
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.45
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.75
 O’Connor Kevin M & Mary Bradstreet . . . . . . . . . 113.29
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $787.51
 
 2012 TAXES TO LIEN
? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????? 
      & Alfred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.80
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.18
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.43
 O’Connor Kevin M & Mary Bradstreet . . . . . . . . . 199.30
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $395.71
 
 2011 TAXES TO LIEN
? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????? 
      & Alfred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.72
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.06
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $197.78
 2010 TAXES TO LIEN
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.40
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96.60
 TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $177.00
 2009 TAXES TO LIEN
 Davis Michael . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.95
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.83
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $164.78
 2008 TAXES TO LIEN
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.83
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $81.83
 
 2007 TAXES TO LIEN
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.09
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $77.09
 
 2006 TAXES TO LIEN
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152.92
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $152.92
 
 2005 TAXES TO LIEN
 Hodell Lori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146.90
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $146.90
 
 2015 ABATEMENTS 
 Elavon Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
 Town of  Harpswell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 574.08
 Arthur & Elaine Baur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,377.17
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,952.50
 
 2015 SUPPLEMENTALS
 Claude & Coleen Rioux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.84
 Larry & Mary Reese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.40
 TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $162.24
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Town Clerk 
Dogs: 1,032 dogs and 2 Kennels licensed     Shellfish Licenses: 
All dogs six months and older must be                   Commercial Resident        53 
licensed. You must provide a current rabies     Commercial Non-Resident         6 
certificate and proof of spaying or neutering.                  Commercial Senior Resident                     8 
All licenses expire December 31. Our office     Commercial Senior Non-Resident               1 
holds a rabies clinic at the Town Office in the                 Commercial Student                                     5 
beginning of January for any dog or cat that      Recreational Resident                               140 
needs to be vaccinated. Those who attend      Recreational Non-Resident                         14                              
need to bring a copy of the animal’s last rabies                    Senior Recreational Resident                      14 
certificate if it is not on file at the Town Clerk’s                 Senior Recreational Non-Resident                1 
Office. You can also register your dogs online  
through a link at harpswell.maine.gov.                   Moorings:   2,387 
           Residents & Taxpayers               2,193 
Hunting/Fishing Licenses: 386 Licenses      Non-Residents                               103 
           Rentals                                              78 
When purchasing a hunting or archery license          State of Maine                                          11 
for the first time from our office, you must       Town of Harpswell                                     2 
provide proof of having a previous license or                                         
proof of having taken a Safety Course.   
Hunting and fishing licenses can be purchased       
online through a link at harpswell.maine.gov.        
                            Vital Records Requests:   39   
Registered Businesses:   7          Copies of Birth, Marriage and Death are 
          $15.00 for the first copy and $6.00 for                                      
Elections and Town Meetings: Votes Cast                   each additional copy purchased at the                                      
                         same time. 
March 14, 2015    269 6.6% 
Annual Town Meeting                                                             Notary Services:   268   
                                                                                                     
May 21, 2015 
M.S.A.D. 75 District Budget Mtg.     8     .002% 
June 9, 2015    181 .05% 
M.S.A.D. 75 District Budget 
Validation Referendum 
November 3, 2015            1,071  27% 
State Referendum Election   
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Vital Statistics 
Births: 22   Marriages: 22 
We said farewell to the following people this past year: 
Kenneth G. Brigham Sr. 1/1 82  Edward Sparks  7/8 59 
Barbara W. Keyes  1/13 91  Lorantine Koppenhaver 8/2 80 
Barbara F. Rosenberg  1/16 86  Rita I. Douglas  8/5 75 
Patricia Speare  1/17 91  Lorna E. Goodwin  8/8 89  
Edith Belschner  1/28 98  Philip C. Hamilton  8/10 77 
Rolando Amador  2/5 22  Alfred L. Rollins  8/16 62 
Frank W. Newman  2/9 75  Barbara R. Meunier  8/28 56 
June P. Warren   2/15 67  Rodney Hoverson  9/1 54 
Ingrid E. Hoffmann  2/18 81  Charles L. Mcllvaine III 9/1 71 
Rosalie B. Treworgy  2/24 88  Barbara A. Taylor  9/7 82 
Anita  E. Morse  3/5 74  Dain H. Allen   9/7 79  
Windy B. Skillin  3/9 51  Sumner K. Wiley Jr.  9/17 85 
David T. Wilkinson  3/25 70  Janet M. McClintock  9/28 58 
Pauline B. Toothaker  3/30 88  Laura W.R. Appell  10/2 83 
Gwynne L. Vincent  3/31 64  James P. Granger  10/9 85 
Elsie E. Brown  4/11 94  Eleanor J. McQuaid  10/22 81 
Justin McIntire  4/27 87  Eleftheria V. Papacosma 10/25 76 
John E. Donahue   4/28 89  Gerald J. Dorion  11/5 85 
Patricia J. Watkins  5/9 66  George Kotuby  11/11 87 
Ruth B. Dean   5/18 68  Rita J. Ivy   11/11 77 
Irene P. Moody  5/19 85  John A. Reid   11/14 82 
Robert E. Wilson  5/27 80  Franklin W. Carney  11/16 91 
Jeremy H. Peirce  5/27 92  Frances L. Johnson  11/30 87 
Janet L. Gurney  5/29 71  Richard K. Merryman  12/3 70 
Judith M. Briggs  6/3 75  Philip B. Tuttle  12/25 92 
Christine Robinson  6/11 66 
Virginia Stuart G.  6/30 90 
Bernard W. Alexander 7/4 71 
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Road Commissioner 
Ron Ponziani is in his fourth year serving as Road Commissioner.  He appreciates the public support he 
has received as well as the numerous phone calls that help him better address issues.  He views calls not 
simply as complaints buts as tools for helping him address matters brought to his attention. 
 
There are new capital road projects in the works to be done in 2016.   They include Stover’s Point Road 
and Lookout Point Road. The worst sections that have been repaired multiple times will be fixed along 
with ditching and culvert replacements.  Capital road projects that began in 2014, and completed in 2015, 
were Washington Avenue, Steamboat Wharf Road, Abner Point Road and Bayview Road.  
 
There were many maintenance projects done in 2015. Most projects exceeding $4,000 were awarded 
through the bidding process.  Other projects were performed by a local maintenance contractor, and 
included mowing, road patching, brush removal, ditching, and erecting signage.   
 
Where speeding has been a problem the Road Commissioner and Selectmen have been working on 
possible solutions including requesting more patrols by the Cumberland County Sheriff’s Department.  
The Road Commissioner encourages anyone who has a road-related issue to contact him at 751-0897.  
 
Treasurer’s Report 
At the end of 2015, the Town’s cash balances totaled $4,642,455, which included approximately 
$1,327,920 dedicated to specific purposes, including, among other things, the purchase of emergency 
vehicles ($506,001) and capital road projects ($316,664).  
 
Long-term borrowings outstanding at December 31, 2015 totaled $2,588,334, excluding interest.  During 
2015, $473,334 in principal was repaid as scheduled.  All borrowings were or will be used to fund either 
the Town’s long-term road rehabilitation plan or its emergency services vehicle program, excepting one 
issue which included funds for the restoration of the Old Town Meetinghouse.   
 
The Town’s programs for purchasing fire and rescue vehicles and for road rehabilitation are ongoing and 
multi-year.    
 
Since 2007, the Town has appropriated $950,000 and borrowed $1.1 million to fund the vehicle needs of 
the three volunteer fire & rescue entities which serve the Town.  Eight vehicles have been purchased to 
date at a cost of $1,595,214.  The lease arrangements require the departments to insure and maintain the 
vehicles, however, there are no lease payments required. 
 
Since 2004, the Town has invested nearly $5 million in major roadworks relating to 13.65 miles of the 28 
miles of roads maintained by the Town.  Of this amount, $3.75 million was borrowed and the remainder 
raised from the property taxpayers. 
 
During 2015, capital outlays totaled approximately $530,000, including an ambulance leased to 
Harpswell Neck Fire & Rescue ($209,000), completion or continuation of certain capital road projects 
($182,000), improvements to Town lands ($38,000), a new scale at the Transfer Station ($45,000), a new 
roof on the Town office building ($27,000) and a new network server ($25,000). 
 
In April of 2015, the Town completed the sale of the former West Harpswell School property (land and 
building) to Harpswell Coastal Academy.  The total consideration for this transaction was $150,000, with 
$40,000 of that amount credited from prior lease payments, $10,000 paid at closing and $100,000 to be 
paid in equal annual installments of $10,000 over ten years. 
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During 2015, Town staff developed a 5-year capital plan for review by the Board of Selectmen.  The 
underlying driver of the plan is a decision as to the disposition of the pier at Mitchell Field.  Previously, 
the Town believed that taking no action with respect to the pier might be an option, but after the collapse 
of the pumphouse in 2015 and the State-imposed requirement to remove the debris, there is concern as to 
what might be required of the Town if a further collapse of some magnitude occurred.  There has also 
been some support for rehabilitating the pier, at least in part, and this too is an expensive option. The 
Town has been provided with cost estimates that range from $2 to $4 million. 
 
In the event of a major pier collapse or a decision to rehabilitate it, the cost will likely be funded with a 
borrowing which could add significantly to the Town’s debt service.  In an effort to manage this impact, 
the capital plan proposes no new bond issues for other capital needs until the pier issue is settled.  
Consequently, items which previously have been funded with long-term debt, i.e. roads and emergency 
services vehicles, will be paid for with appropriations supported by property taxes.  This results in smaller 
road projects and a slightly extended useful life for fire trucks and ambulances. 
 
Additionally, there are other capital needs that may need funding in the next five years.  The recycling 
center building may need to be replaced and the Town expects to engage a structural engineer in 2016 to 
make recommendations as to when this may occur and whether there are short-term fixes the Town can 
make to extend the life of the building.  Further, there is an expectation that expansion of the centralized 
emergency services building on Mountain Road may be required, but not necessarily in the next five 
years.  Other potential capital costs at Mitchell Field include certain infrastructure costs and the possible 
construction of a boat launch. 
 
Postponing new bond issues until pier disposition is better known is one way the Town is attempting to 
manage the impact of the pier on the tax rate.  A second option is to establish a more flexible fund balance 
policy under which more fund balance may be used to reduce the amount of funds required to be raised 
from taxpayers.  The fund balance policy was amended in 2015 to establish a target balance of two 
months of general fund expenditures, excluding capital costs.  The proposed 2016 municipal budget 
requests an amount not to exceed $506,000 to be used to reduce the amount of funds raised from 
taxpayers.  This amount should not significantly impact the Town’s ability to operate prior to obtaining 
short-term financing. 
 
The collection rate of real estate taxes continues to exceed 97% in the year of assessment. As property 
taxes are due in September and December, the Town must borrow on a short-term basis to fund its 
budgeted expenditures.  $2.8 million was borrowed and repaid in 2015 with an interest cost of $8,826. 
 
The Town funds nearly 50% of its municipal budget with revenues from sources other than property 
taxes, e.g. excise tax, mooring fees, permitting fees, fund balance.  Excise tax receipts increased in 2015 
to $1,160,000 from $1,053,000 in 2014 after a number of years of having been essentially flat.  
 
2015 budgeted amounts that were not spent and therefore lapsed to the general fund included the areas of 
planning ($30,497), employee benefits ($29,569), marine consultant and conservation measures 
($24,297), snow removal ($22,302), the recycling center ($16,945), and road maintenance ($15,324).  The 
capital reserves for the generator ($8,875) and Mitchell Field cell repair ($8,800) were not carried 
forward.  Additionally, with the sale of the West Harpswell School, the capital reserve ($15,000) and gym 
floor reserve ($9,400) lapsed. These amounts are available to reduce the 2016 tax commitment. 
 
The 2015 tax rate increased 2.2% from 2014 as the Town’s assessments by MSAD 75 and Cumberland 
County increased and increases may continue.  The administration of the Town will work, as always, to 
keep costs down and manage non-property tax revenues, without reducing the quality of services 
provided in order to avoid spikes in the tax rate.    
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Debt Service on Long-Term Debt 
2016 - 2024   (Dollar amounts in thousands) 
                        
Interest Original Balance 
Issue Rate, % Amount 1/1/2016 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 
      
Amortization: 
Existing Debt 
2004 G.O. Bond 4.18 $700.0 $58.3 $58.3 
2008 G. O. Bond 2.075 - 5.575 $500.0 $150.0 $50.0 $50.0 $50.0 
2009 G. O. Bond 2.08 - 5.58 $650.0 $260.0 $65.0 $65.0 $65.0 $65.0 
2010 G. O. Bond 2.0 - 5.5 $600.0 $300.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 
2011 G. O. Bond 2.12 -5.62 $800.0 $480.0 $80.0 $80.0 $80.0 $80.0 $80.0 $80.0 
2013 G. O. Bond .60-2.38 $1,000.0 $800.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 $100.0 
2014 G. O. Bond 2.3 $600.0 $540.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 $60.0 
Total $2,588.3 $473.3 $415.0 $415.0 $365.0 $300.0 $240.0 $160.0 $160.0 $60.0 
Interest: $56.4 $46.9 $38.8 $28.1 $20.3 $13.9 $8.8 $5.2 $1.4 
Total Debt Service $529.7 $461.9 $453.8 $393.1 $320.3 $253.9 $168.8 $165.2 $61.4 
Notes: 
2004 Issue:  Capital Road project (7 roads), Old Town Meetinghouse restoration. 
2008 Issue:  Emergency Services Vehicles 
2009 Issue:  Ash Point Road rehabilitation 
2010 Issue:  Emergency Services Vehicles 
2011 Issue:  Road projects, including Lowell'sCove, Lane & Little Island Roads; Bethel Point culvert replacement 
2013 Issue:  Road projects, including Shore Acres, Thompson, Hildreth, Wharf & Long Point roads. 
2014 Issue:  Road projects, including Bayview, Abner Point and Steamboat Wharf roads and Washington Avenue. 
 Marguerite Kelly, Treasurer 
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Cumberland County Sheriff ’s Office
 Nature 
of Incident
Total 
Incidents
 Nature 
of Incident
Total 
Incidents
911 Cell Hang-up 99 Information Report                             29
911 Hang up  26 Inspection Permit                              12
911 Misdial 25 Intoxicated Person 1
Abandoned Vehicle 2 Juvenile Problem                               16
Accident, Fatal 1 Litter/Pollution/Public Health 10
Accident w/ Property Damage   70 Lost Property 8
Accident w/ Personal Injury 18 Marine Assit to DRM 16
Agency Assistance 175 Marine Conservation                           82
Alarm  219 Marine Digger Inspection                      94
Animal Euthanize      10 Marine Resource Boat Patrol 26
Animal Problem  131 Marine Resource Inspection 1
Assault-Simple 8 Mental Health Event 6
Attempt to Locate 89 ??????? ????????? 6
Boating Accident 1 Missing / Lost Person                          5
Burglary 16 Noise Complaint 10
Burglary to Motor Vehicle 27 ?????????? ????????????? 4
Canine Callout 3 Overdose 1
Concealed Firearms Request 35 Parking Problem 19
Child Abuse or Neglect 3 Pedestrian Check                               5
Citizen Assist 187 Property Check                              827
Citizen Dispute 18 Property Damage, Non Vandalism 1
Civil Dispute 1 Recovered Stolen Property 1
Community Policing 4 Relay/Transfer 1
Court Service 23 Search Warrant 1
Criminal Mischief 23 ???? ??????????????????????????? 33
Criminal Trespass 14 ???? ????? 8
Crusier Accident 2 ???? ??????????????? 1
Custodial Interference 5 Speed Complaint 27
Death Unattended/Attended 6 Suicide                                        6
Debris in Road 7 Suspicious Person/Circumstance                 75
Delivery Message 1 Theft 28
Disabled Vehicle 33 Threatening                                    5
Disturbance                                    41 ?????? ????? 106
Domestic Violence                              4 ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????? 29
Domestic Assault                         2 ???????????????????????????????????????????? 237
Domestic Verbal Argument                13 Truancy 1
Controlled Substance Problem 6 Underage Drinking 3
Evidence Technican Work Order 8 Unsecure Premise 3
Equipment Problem                              1 Unwanted Phone Calls 2
Escort 15 ???????? ???????????? ????? 24
FI ATV/Snowmobile Accident 1 VIN Number Inspection                          2
Fight in Process 1 VIPS  detail/Event 3
Fireworks                                      15 VIPS Sign Trailer 2
Fish and Game Violation 7 Walk-in Paperwork 2
Found Property 10 Wanted Person 5
Fraud 39 ???????? ????????????????????????????????????? 20
Harassment 17 Welfare Check                                  41
Illegal Parking 2 Total Incidents 3,307
Law Total Incident Report  
by Nature of  Incident
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Harpswell R eport
Sheriff ’s Statistics
Month Calls for Service Citations
Written 
??????
Warnings
??????
Stops
Reportable 
Accidents
Non-Reportable 
Accidents
January  224 5 7 14 9 2
February  0 10 14 3 1 160
March 214 6 10 16 3 2
April 304  8 14 32 8 1
May 327  6    14 30       5      0
June 254 5    10 20     5    3
July  325     6     6 16    5    4
August 353  3 12 19 4 1
September 321 5 6   16 4 6
October 295 13 4 35 5 2
November 273 0 3 15 7 2
December 257 5 5 10 8 1
Marine Patrol Statistics
Total Coves Checked  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3501
Total Landings Checked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 735 
Total Marine Resource Inspections  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Total Marine Digger Inspections  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
Total Bushels Checked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 574.9
Total Assists to DMR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Total Fish and Game Violations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Total Property Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
Total Assists to Patrol  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168
Total Boat Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
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Ule UniHTSil} ofM!'li~'sdeL1"''3lcr l11Tslio~ \ltinu irriliuli,<'. which has lbe- pott'llCi-ftl lo Ddv:inL"' M c-IJl('rgin,g indLJ."11)' IUMI 
4-!tt~ mhul™lru.b nJ tlt11.1 Jub,; i~ oot :i.L1J11?. 
M.Jim:-~s nwurlC' c-omriooLilDru lO uur llJJIMln'j, dcfrml!' mw4 continue. In 20 IS, I 5-ct."'l.lreJ rwtdlng 10\'o'l.ml mlld'-
m:~d .;idd111t111al N11iV) de'trnycr, hkd) ~o be b11ilr ~I H.ath l1t'n Wm!.. ... Mndemlr;ition prnJeet 11• •hc l\Jrt-t1111l1ll1h ..... :ii 
Sllip)a.rd that I ha,-(' Joo~ .11.hocalni for lfl.UC' a.15.u complrt<'d, o..-, were project for the MAillC N'n£ion..1J Guard 
I v. ,. ~1!'>0 <kepi)' im·nh;('() m (nfli1~ the ncv. C'Juc ti0t1 rd~m1 lav. lfl be-lier C'111p..rw-cr ~ 1e-. ~11d cu.nnmnilic., 111 
... i::ning cd.lli."hlionaJ pall.:)• foJ 1ht!jr '>lllilrl'I~. The 14'1-'i nJSiO eu~wk ~ pruc:=ram I Ctl-i111ltllt0ttl.I Ill.al pru\'ide:11 JdHiuruil 
lh-.ii.lllnc::.: tn ntrul ...:h1>11I • wfm:h ha-. yr• 1 I) hi:m..11UeJ 011r \l~t'. \15411-11~ drtl11i.:114111 I 111,1d111red i11 200~ (1:11' re;i.chen 
whLJ ~nil lheir own money on i.: l.nYOOm !tllpplks Wlli- -nl!iO mad~ pt"l11WlC1ll Jti4 >"t"lll. 
A .. 11 ~It nf a. ~n•if11,; C\"rUU~inn or the nlJIJitfonnJ \ LIJIC or pofllI• >('\ rl:quiml b-)• 1., ... lhuA E V.ro1C, lhc "'oolC"'O!TI. 
f rt:.b pucwv flrwll} lj\ ~ UR.:lltllciJ in 11.: ffdrn:ll wee 111.tlri'UUCI pn ·~· E !Ibo w1.1rted un U4hct a:. ·llC:i jmporwrll hl 
ri.Cnint:' ~ farmers oind i!ifO\\ t:f'i., ind.i1l ing rcM:.ard• t11'1 \'i ild bluclk:nic-s and pollinntillg tk.---c~. 
A~ ~Lrmrul of 1bc- Hou .. inl: Appnipn:ufo~ Subcommittei:o. I h~\"'t m:l!lk oornboting \ cl\.'1~5· lromdes!ilk--S!i :1 
pnt111£)'• n11s ~ i,:..1r', hou ... m (UnrJJl'llJ ltL\\o Jl'JCIUdt::\. $60 111-i11j1 n l'ir ~.000 nc;v. ll j'l"pm-11\ i: h~1L1,in_11: 'I. oud:i~ 1"'r IJ,1111i:f~ 
'lo"ett"r.ms, SUJcC' th~ i;imgram bi"gn.n in ~nrnt thr num~rof hnmrb!< 'rlrl"IUb' nnlil'lrrwidC' h:ls dropped by mC' third, 
Maine ha." fc!."Ci\-cu !k:.atly ~ ,·uuch('~ 10 ...Uf>,p.lf1 lwlll!:lu .... 'L"1C-r.ub. 
L.u.t )'CW". I brc-.am~ Cbwrmi.n ur the Sen IC' ~mg Comrruttu. M)· lop lh~e pooritin for llk' curnmjtl('e Utt 
rc1i~111rn1 \Nu11c~· '' ''~'"~ m1:1rco m bit1f'TW!i.bi.."illl rc;.c.11d1, 1111r.L fjrh11n ·fraud wid On.ut 1 ..d ~·\ Cl~Li11 a11t¢11(,,.1' 
'it'lliOf' . I IMl~oc~c:d f• llx l l:lill111n lni:R-;.&.'o(' in lurMlm;? [nr ti~ N'nti('ln;tl lnj&llut~or Hmllb •o 11Jv1U1 ... "C r~.m:h o" 
such dl.s,c:i!'.4.~ 3."i Jfa.°b(:Ld JM.I AbJ1dml!1'"t_ 11'4! Seib~ 1-o 111Utn•1'll0lt:d) pa~u my biH 1u ...uppin fomd; c.1ri;gi H::r:.. 
ttii: Agi-n l'..-mm1lltt' 1011·1nx h•Jdine CI ·KSS· fl3 ·Y~7n1m:tke'!o11,., 1~ lor-w:ni"I" dtil~ lo n:JlCITt :-1.t,~cicd lr.1ud 
llJld rc-cdve ~~..me~ anJ on .alrc:.ady ft'ct'i'r:d llK•n:' th:m l JIOC! cnlb. 
l\f:urn: .. nh.K 11 l WWII) .. ~Lllik mC' i., '~" uno,11~~ \\'nd; clhK:. lill S C'ntkd. I~~ my 6.07?'"' '''Ml~uli'"r: 
\·uU!, i.:-uru1n1.1i Ill' "'l rixun1 t.•f lk?\'et rui ~"' wi!J;:onll \' I.I[~ .. i.nr.."< 11~ St::R:Jrc 5tt\ iL'r ~_gan JI! L 997. 
' nptftd le lhe apjX)rtlll1i1) lo i:;.cn C' llarps'PI e-IJ :md .!\l11inc 1n •hC' Urui.cd SLM~ St"rt:1lt:. Ir C\'l!f" J c11n bi: uf .nssis1anceo 
1n yl11.1, ptea-.e .;t'll\1ad m)' P11Jtl11n(I Coo ... ri•.i•:-nl ~,ffii;e ... 1 ~07-7>10. 1~7~. ar 1hi• my "'·eb:ii1e ·11 V.1'\'\\'."•~llm .. _...;n~ 1~ t~"·· 
ri.to" Wl6 be< ;a_ ~'OOIJ )Hr ror )Olh )OOJ f1 mily. )"Ollr(t.lnUllUnily.1nd oor r;totr:. 
S1l'IL"Lwl1. 
Jw...--711 ~ 
S\1-..an \I C<-llin" 
Uni ~-..I St. c- ~1 IOf 
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Yrorrcnng 11t1r homt•bJicl 11nd 1hl' Jl«lf'k 11( f\la111C' (mm U'mln~m #fltil \iub~ n:nu1nll (llflot' n( Ml)' cop pnomJM.. 
Throup;h rnr wad 00 cht ,\nnccl Scn•i.,-:('t. COfl\11\111('(', , _"U ablt 10 ICCIJl'C ~"'ff.11 1\fO\'tsl00.5 In l)!C 201Ci N11tiotul 
0c(cn1< ,\uthwuat100 .\tr th.II bcnf:'fil ~laltK'. TIM' kJtbb1ion 11u1h-:IC'lt.C'I tlM' C(mtltucnon o f an add1111>1ul Dl)(;.51 
\rlelfth 81ukc <:bn Od1~'Cf dut could bl!' bud1 at lbth lrua \\'orb .ind cxp;a.uch ti•· I IL1U/..nnc p~n1 co J.tllmah1c-
«Ofl(lfn1c ~,Ii 111 ((lm1tr milual')· 1n~albnoi1• ll);c 1hr ft>rml;'r Hnu~~ic;i; \l:i, .. 1 \1r$!:11»QI\, 
Rc1u~ roatrol 10 1cxbc:n.. s.cbool dl~U1C1i,111kt sata hu llb.o bl-at 11 pnmar,,· Ml:iam u£ 11111~. I am cncoons. ... -J that 
1 hr I·. \Yry S!w:kn1 ~!Ktcnb \ct haii: bca>111C" b,,.,. h cltmiiutcs. thl" bunlC'Mtnnc f't'(IUU'CllW'ntJ 0£ the N°<1 C.hi:kl I~ f1 
behind \er lltld cn~rt'C ~i ra :i qwluy «lul;l)oon (rn 11!1 <1tudtn1s;, A p~,Wlfl I helped 11u1hot 1n 1ht blll ,,.,~IP''< 
fl31'11 dlt O(ll>OR~lliC~ l'O p00c lftit ~ O( lflc-it OIA'n rroti.:llClk) .blstJ fl~ClltJ in lii;u Of f<'dcnJl)'·llUncblt'J 
Jaand:tn!ttnf te!U.. 
(;Qm1TM.uunei1 !I(:~ l\l111ne l1:t\'t: ~k"11 bole.I ~C1•>11tQ 1mp""·i: fl'l;'ir ~n\! Ql)IU'C((n.ll}\ and I hJ\'e bcx-11 pr~ to 
((tSlt:r (cJc:nl 'oppon (Of these 1)1>« Q( pl'Qft'C'U.. ,\h• aoc'tl'•l'IS (J(l lbc E''t'f ~n.knt Sucettds \c111tld 1bt Commoo11y 
Br00dliand ,\er ,,.,ill wpptx'I local cff(.-B N> iticrc:uc bn:.traJb.:uld ICl.'.d.!l'. 
\(1cr c.x1~n·c llegot1anoo!I, 1hc ~uie Jl'lued 11 fu·C'·Y"' 1nn'!'pon:1t•>11 ball 1lu1 u·1U 1ntn-J.it" high'4"':1)' ll•kl 1nim11 
(oixht1t1;"' ~t.m'K' aikt (WU'idc jtal>ilil) 10 Wl1r'f0\'C' our U\1~(WJf'U.OOn i11fru11'\1Ct\lfC', Tbt k.1Q"1tti•JCI oonuu" ptO'isiuru 
10 t.trcat:1\IU~ die fcdcnil pt.:n'JldtSIJA pr-otdt for b~ m£ni~tntC'Cun: S1C1•1t"l!ts. \ho lnMrpmtucd iii this bill an: n1y 
rr0\1).f(lflS tu n:"ltn-c lin:incul rq(llhuoos uu 1\lai!X'0:4 ro1nmun11}' b:1nlt. 111id cn:.-d1t ua.01~ anJ tc> rnu1huruc 1hc Exp!)tt• 
lmrnn Hank, :a c;nntlll 1nnl th111 1U11(1Q11~ cnmimu1111CTo 1100 un:dl b.11~1 :ICl'OJ' 1bc •111c. 
Ft>i~J-..11'1~ nn ti>qulnd. m d'K' I~ and N111ur..J ~ Comtnitttt, 1hc :-:1tlun:ll Pad. Sen~ I~ announcro they 
v.·iJl bqi;sn oplii>n"IC stnit...1(1CS I(> 11llow 1»ri; \ "llMOD to p11.tth1>-1: ck.'ClroitlC IW<k' unl111c and v.itl pilot th!.· pn)(Viln1111 
\aJ1:a Nianocul Pllrl:. 1'"hf."Jll.' JU~ U'(M.1IJ unpr(n'C .a«;:<J.• co our iunnn ·ii mMI t~wn:J b~ I rcnuill dt.'I.~· 
c•~"t"tl in ptd4..-n'itlic ~l.1.1nc'• 1'3itu:nl beauty a1kl fl~haw* •111.r oocdour f\'(tt;a.ll1111 t""O:.lnOcny. 
It•~ .,.,1h "*"1n ~pan ... ilJcluy 1ha1 I lu''ll' (cicu'W.·d ""' rllt''lQ" 1dd~~'"K rhcopllllll ~mic 1n ~blN'". llm '4-c»k 
lnt.:kidcJCOl"l\~llllt; tOU1Mlt1bk-$ ,,._'1111 I widc·r~ or bra.Ith Clrt: lll1J \a'4' ('tl(Ol\'.<'11'IClll prof'ffiklcWf. t(l rotn~I 
adJt«•>n; Slllrudt.ICll~ll proi>of.il t() t;11;h,:I) J dpuk of 0:(~!> pttJC'rlJ'CIOll d~ ro,poOStlci~ fl 5aUtC·p:lsk'J bill lhll 
addrcncs mn1hcn. ~uu~ 1,1, 11b lloJdaclXln ""ad the- abmung c:ffttt st ha' (111 nc:u·burm; cmponM>n~ the "'nt I ·~\ T . \a. 
v.fUth exp:uict1 the 11bdur of m~l •J>'.'Co.!~11 1u pn,1\-,Jc l1(c g\·uag mabauon 1i.Sl~lcd dicl"ll~ (c,r p1111:111, b:u1l1ng 
l'ICmin :ind r~rdo" JNR :idJ.ronn. :and ollll'& on 1ht: r..ommander o.f l 1,s, Sni.ullcrn Com~MI 10 inc~ ctiflnt 10 
~op tl'll' Do"' ofhcroitl 111 oot s.oolhm'I bonld 
l'\"C' nu,1c 11 a fl'W"'nt)' co ·nay cnnn«tcd 11.i1h ~ (mm all M'Cr 1\ln 1te •hll c-mad. 11.'f11t', aOO Cllll •'Uh M~$ t'lf 
~j. t( I ~n e'l'C'r 1isH1 in your inter.i<"rion ,,._'i1ll J frotr.U llllttflCT· oc- ~·oo lu,y 1blUghu.. CQl'ICC'rn.J, or pc1101u l input 
""'a 1hil11a 1tu1 b cuttt1UJ} bC'fon: O>i~ I hojlC' llllll 1,1,'fll (00.111"1 n'IC, kt n'IC ~ -mt ;w 'tanJ, .a1KI t:OSP~ "' 
1h ... f'nM ... I ~rl n( olrl'l'WV'r.1')' ~-Mfl ft'I~ 11\ll fu.o:o Ito ... Pl l .,~N! ... ;f\t.-J(,OCJ " ' ,..., n( my nffi ........ \o'@O\I'-' (1tr1) (,?'.>. 
$292, Pm.qi)(' I~ {207) 7(14.$12.a, ~tbon>l.ifth (207) 8&3· ISSS, or \\a-sh11wClfl. l).C~ (:?!::~ 22.1.5.)-1.1. You Clln 11l"f1 
"\li'ritc: mt: 00 ~r V.'t~ltt: II ,., ... kOf M'NIC g1n·/cuo19q 
\J al-..':ti}-,. I am huiklml to n:prcjnll dk pt'Ol)k o( f\buac find lorlil fto,..':tinl Id \\"Otki1.g '41tb )VU (tk tbc bctk.'n'lklll or 
Ol.U WOI J;QIC. 
.l.,.,J.4,/ 
\1.,;us S. KU!fC.Ji. 
l nucJ $nm. Scona1or 
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~10.t' R.o,...,.., .. 1tovM°"1«811- • • 
w ..... •-•Q ... 0Czos1a 
P-l- 20~·irl'S·el t ill 
'""" .tcia-2•&-~000 
Dear Friend. 
• CHltU.IC P1NORtlt 
CONOl'lll!SS OF TH€ UN11'CO 5TAT£S 
1•• 01STllU¢T, MA.IHI; 
-----0.W-•• ~-........... __ _ 
... ,_,_.,.,,, _ .. _,. 
I hope th I$ letter Rnds you and your famtly welL I apprt-clate the opportunity to give 
you an update on my work In M;;iine and Washington. It contfnud to be a great honor to stl'Ve 
the people of MaJne'i J• Obtrin fn Congress. 
Over the last year, I hive introduced a number of bllls to address the problems my 
COMtltuentt face. One of the most concerning Issues is hunger. Ne:arly SO million Americans 
don't have rcllable access to enough food. At the same time, 4-0 percent of the food produced In 
the country goes to wasic. Th:&t iS why I introduced the rood Re<overy Act, comprehensive 
legl.slatlon co rut food waste while providing more food to the people who need IL 
Ttlt ~fe l.nd N'fordaible Drugs from Canada Aa r.ake$ on nno1herserlous concem for 
M3fne famltles-the high cost or prescription drugs. Just over the border In Canada. the same 
medl<:aUons are ;ava.11ablc at half the price on avenge. My bill would llft a ban thar prohfblU: 
ron$Umers rrom tmpordng those medications. DI.her bills I Introduced touch on a number or 
issue.s, from helping ve"terans seieure bencl'i.u: to protecting our coa.Stal Konomles. For more 
tnrormadorl Oft :&11 my leglsladon, go to www.plngree.housegov. 
My stoil on the HOl.l.$C Appropr1attons Commluee-whlth has a powerful mle In setdng 
fedcril fundJng levels-has also put me In a position to lnRuence policies and programs that 
aft'e<t Mainers. A couple or e.icamplas from the last year in dude pushJng to m3kC Lyme dlswc 
a hlgMr federal pr1or1ty and wortdng to protett funding for a program Wt has extended pn!· 
school to hundreds of Maine children. 
But riot all my work takes place at the Capitol. Here at home. I had lhe chance to visit 
many communltits to help celebrate their vktOrlC$ :ind dlScvss their conums-ultlc:al 
feed~tk to ~)ce to \Yashlngton.. And ovtt the last year, my hard·worklng st:iiffh.as helped 
hundreds or constlturnts on their issues with (eden.I progi.m.s and agencies. 
I hope the last year has been a good one for you and yourfamUy, As wr head Into 
anothcr year of challenges and opportunitfC$ for our nation. I pl'()mtsc that yot1r lnteresu wlU 
continue co guide my work. Please ('On tact my office If there-ts ever anything I can do for yol1. 
Best wls hes, 
~02--
Chellie Pi ngrce 
McmbeTofCongress 
I 5o~..utS1•1tC-I 
w .. 1 1tw11~ot. Mt.O.OOt 
"-c.: 207·8'1,)...~7 •3 
f "'6, it0,•8'13·•7•7 
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Dear Citizens of 1-lll.rp.'>"'tll: 
STA"l'll Of ).IAlNI!. 
Or-P1c1 Cl' THI! Gov11•M01t 
t STAT11 ltOU!!ll S"l'ATl()N 
AUOUSTA. MAINI!. 
04))).0001 
Maine h:as n Ion£?, tradition of civil pa11ici!)3tio1i in both Stale Md loe.11 govcmlU(.'1U. and I thank 
you for being infonncd and involved ciLi7..cn.s. 
My vision for Maine is prosperity. not poverty. For chis reason. one or my top priorities: is the 
reduc1ion and eventu.11 elin1inaiion of the inco~ UlX. Some att pu8hina 10 raise the n1inimum 
\\'\\gc. bu1 I '~-.mt Main<rS 10 eam B mlk.'(imum wage. R~ucing the income ltLlC is I.he bi~t Md 
most imn1ediatt pay rai:>c: for nll twd~ .... 'Orking l\iainen.. 
Not only docs an income laX cut put more money book in your pockcis, but h 'viii also 1nrnct 
buslnc•s W.1 can offer good-paying careers to keep 4)Ur youna p..'Oplc here in Maine. It shO\\'"S 
the nation that''~ af'&' :-..t"rious about '''Unli.ng people 11nd bu!i~ 10 c;?Omtit- --4lnd sc11y-in 
Mflioo. 
Another of my priorities i.s to IC>"'tt 1he cost or student debt in fl.1ttinc. If youns people are 
struggling .,..;th too much student debt, they ere un"ble 10 illord homes or vehicles. We are no"'' 
offering pn>gran1s to help 1hcm lo.,..,_., tl1cir dcbl, stay in Maine, begin I.heir tatters and Slarl 
fwnilies.. 
To ptO\'idc s_ood~payingjobs for our young people. \\'t must also "''ork twd 10 reduce our energy 
COSL~. Hiah cncrgy costs are a major factor in driving out m.nnufucturers. mills and other 
busiJ)CSS(;S I.hat nccd IO\\·-<;oSI ek:c.'1ricity. I illl'I eommiucd 10 '°"'cring the cost of cne:rg)'. not only 
to attnlCl job creator$, but aJso to aJJo"' Maine people oo hca1 and po\\i:f thelr homes 11ffordably 
and cff~i\1CI)'. 
And tinall)'. '''Cart making progrt$S to address the dtllg pandonic in ourswlc. Jt is my most 
imporumt duly to keep the ~1aine pt<>ple safe While cdUC4tion. t:rcatn1ent llnd prevention etroru 
atc imponant.. we mll$t set the dealers ofT lhc strod.S. I run pl~ the legisla1we has lin:illy 
agreed 10 fund my proposal for more drug agents to 54.'ln the supply of deadly opiatC'.S no,,ing 
into our communities, but ow-la'v enforoemcnt agcn<:ies an:: still w1dC'ntaffed. We must do~. 
his a pfc-.u:suro sc.."f'Ving as your GovC'mor. If cvtr I can be of lluimncc to you or if )'OU have 11ny 
qUCSlions or suggcstio1tS. I cnoouras,c you to conlaet ray om~ by callina 287·353 I or by visi1ins 
our "'·cbsitc At \W:w.maine.gov/g<ivtmor. 
Sincerely, 
.Q...uf~~ 
Paul R. L<l'>gc 
Go,•cmor 
-----Mf Utt1lJ C'Atl 111 1AX• UtJ! ltJ • J~JI 
......... , ...... 
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12/tn hphfnu,.,, 
Suratea/ 
.Haim 
Su1ale :iJi.1trict 21" 
Dear Frie1K1s of H;ups"·cll. 
St11ator Sta" GtrJ'Jftky 
J s'"'c Hm1sc- s1,,,;"" 
Au1:u.ru1, ,,1£ ().IJJJ.()(JOJ 
(2071287-1515 
It is with n1ixcd emotion th.'11 I submi1 my final 10 ... -n rcpon lcner as your suue senator. I $1ill hold 
a strong p:lSsion for public SCr\'ice: hov.•cvcr. tcnn limits prcvcnl me (mm running. For 16 yenrs I 
ha\·c had the oµportunity to St'IVt our re-gion at the Strue Jolouse. \\'ith 8 yeatl in the J.lou~ of 
Repl'CSCn1:a1ives and 8 yeal'\S in the Senate. h h.1S been :IJ) honor. 
My journey as Slate senator has been a one-of-a-kind experience. Throughout the good and 1hc 
bud. I am proud of our n1any acco1nplishments for a bcuer f\1aine. \Ve hll\'C tlliC.kled n1an)' 
significant chaUc11ges to our regio.1. ii• jXIJ'tJCular. the closure or the Bruns\vick Naval Air 
Station. I run proud of our cffoos from Day 1 to begin rcbuikli11g tuKl revitalizing the b.~ a1)d 
our local economy. I nm conf"tdent in 1hc continued outlook or a stronger (un1re for the people or 
our beautiful slate. 
I will nliss '"uking 'vith the people of Harspwcll. I nm proud of oor \\'Ork 1ogc1hcr O\'er the 
years. especially around pro1ce1ing our clnmming induslry. \Vhile our " 'Ork ic; noc done. I 'viii 
rontinue to do my brsl for this t."Omn1unit)'. I apprecia1e the effort by those \vho met \\1ith n1e 
during nly n1onthly office houl'5. Please kno'v yoor concerns and c.-011,'erSations \\'trc ''try 
imponruu as I did 1ny job rcprcsc1ning youl 
Thank you for the opportunity lo serve as your stntc $Cnator. Jn thi..c; final ~ar. I will con11.nuc lo 
do as I have always dorlC' in the past. Md 1hat is \\'Ork wilh all sides to do \\'hat is best f<>r you. 
oor distric1.11nd our state. 
I look (QC'\\•ard to st'Cing you around! 
SiOCffely. 
Stan GerL<>fsky 
State: SenatOI' 
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• 
* Jo)r.C ~lcCrcighc 
• ,s (_ I ...... It-' 
ll.11r-C'll, Ml 0411,_. 
lttt.ltcw.t. \~lt~l:O\ll 
J~ ' '•'<"'•1th! .. q •• 1 .. ,.,,. ,.,,.,,""" ,. ... 
H OUSE O~ R EPRESENTATIVES 
1 S I ATL l lOlJS I STATIO); 
t\Ut;usT \. \IA INI: 04J3J.0001 
1207) 287-1400 
rrv · <W712s1-1-w1 
h is o.n honor to SCl'\C •s your Stntc ~qir·c$cntnhvt', 1\J 1 enter my $«0nd )°f':tt in office, ''' ""' yOl.l to 
~·th.at I am "''Oridng 10 m.in ywr 11\1$1 lltrough my "'ort al die Slllic Hwfe llJld in the C9mmuruty. 
l'his )~r 1t11: Lcglsbturc' J agcnd11 "'ill be llmrled m~l!y tocmc~"l.'ncy l~-isbtlca and bilb C111Tied °'" 
fl'(Wn 201S. \Ve arc ICbcdultd 1oedjoum by lllC! t'fid of April. 
Amons tl>C' 01t1cr i~U('). "''t' inlencl IO \\11¢k on are rmdinlJ. \\'m)-'1 IO 1111:~ htrfng end " 'llJCl'. lollflporl 
~nior ci1u.tns, prom~ \'detans ~ucs. kttp ~11 cr.ergy and beatitlg ~sand imptO\'t' schools. 
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Budget Advisory Committee 
This five-member Committee representing all parts of Harpswell met weekly during October, November, 
and part of December.  With the help of information supplied by the Town Office staff, members 
reviewed details of the proposed 2016 budget.  The Committee recommended to the Board of Selectmen a 
2016 municipal budget consisting of $4,919,047 which is below the LD1 limit of $4,959,937 by $40,890.  
The recommended 2016 budget shows a net increase of $378,064 (about 8.3%) over the 2015 budget.  
New items and items of significant change are listed below. 
 
The recommended appropriations include an across-the-board 1.5% salary/wage increase for the Town 
employees.  Additionally, the salaries of some Town employees continue to be adjusted as a result of the 
2014 salary and wage study.   
 
New Items in the 2016 Budget: 
 
Purpose Amount Explanation 
 
Harpswell Heritage 
Land Trust (HHLT) 
$75,000 Contribution to HHLT for purchase of 68 acres at Otter Brook.  
Capital Reserves: 
Trufant-Summerton 
Field 
$15,000 
To be combined with $20,000 held in reserve for a $35,000 project which 
includes needed maintenance and improvements to fencing, bleachers, 
landscaping, dugouts, and concession stand. 
 
Items with Significant Increases: 
 
Purpose 2015 2016 
 
Change % Chg Explanation 
Capital Reserves:  
Roads 
$0 $275,000 
 
  +275,000  
 
Work for Lookout Point, Stover’s Cove, 
and Stover’s Point roads. 
Capital Reserves: 
Mitchell Field Pump 
House removal 
$0 $150,000 +$150,000  
 
To complete the removal of the pump 
house which has collapsed 
Capital Reserves: 
Mitchell Field Planning 
$0 $30,000 +$30,000  
 
Planning for waterfront area, pier, and 
possible boat launch. 
Mitchell Field Water 
Tower removal 
$0 $22,000 +$22,000  
 
Self-explanatory 
Marine Resources 
Specialist 
$12,000 $15,000 +$3,000 
 
+25% Continued consulting support for shellfish 
conservation and its projects/supplies 
Recreation Department $25,554 $30,981 +$5,427 +21% Proposed increase in Director’s hours 
from 25 to 30 per week. (Also includes 
1.5% wage increase.) 
Orr’s Island Library $13,000 $15,000 +$2,000 +15% 
 
Increase in support of library operations 
and programs. 
Cundy’s Harbor Library $15,300 $17,300 +$2000 +13% Continued support for library operation 
Code Enforcement  
$118,172 
 
$131,652 
 
$13,480 
 
+11% 
Increased hours and qualifications for the 
Alternate Codes Officer, and increased 
hours for the codes administrative 
assistant. 
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Items with Significant Decreases: 
Item 2015 2016 Change % Chg Explanation 
 
Cedar Beach/Cedar 
Island Support 
 
$110,000 
 
$0 
 
-$110,000 
 
-100% 
 
One-time contribution in 2015. 
Emergency Service 
Vehicle Reserve 
 
$75,000 
 
$0 
 
-$75,000 
 
-100% 
Additional funds not considered necessary, as 
the balance in the account is approx. $500,000 
and a new vehicle cost is approx. $300,000. 
Town Planner 
 
$78,318 $72,132 -$6,186 -8% Reflects the change from a full-time planner 
to a part-time consultant, and reduced hours 
for the Planning administrative assistant. 
Road Maintenance $70,000 $65,000 -$5,000 -7% Approximately $51,000 spent in 2015, so the 
Road Commissioner and the Budget Advisory 
Committee agreed that the proposed decrease 
is feasible. 
Cemeteries $11,000 $6,000 -$5,000 -46% Major maintenance completed in 2015 at two 
town-owned cemeteries.   The 2016 number 
represents costs of the town’s obligation for 
maintenance of veterans’ graves. 
Ash Point/Harpswell 
Neck Library 
$4,525 $0 -$4,525 -100% 2015 funds not used and no funds requested 
for 2016. 
 
The Committee recommended that each of the three fire departments receive $60,000 in funding for a 
combination of operations and non-vehicle capital needs.  The Town continues its responsibility for 
funding the vehicle needs of all three departments.    
The Committee recommended continuing the current relationship with the Curtis Memorial Library in 
2016, resulting in a 2% ($2,654) increase per the Town’s Memorandum of Understanding with Curtis.  
Contributions for social service agencies that benefit Town residents are also recommended by requesting 
a total of $18,230 (2% increase) for these groups. 
 
Finally, the Committee appreciates the efforts made by the entire staff in submitting 2016 funding 
requests which have kept spending increases minimal.  The administrative staff, as always, provided 
excellent assistance to the Committee in explaining budget items, answering requests for additional 
information and keeping the budget review process on track.   
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Board of Appeals 
Harpswell’s Board of Appeals (BOA), along with the Planning Board, differs from many committees in a 
few fundamental ways: 
? Boards are required by statute, committees are not. 
? The process followed by the BOA is laid out in statutes or our local ordinances. 
? The work done has legal standing. 
? Board of Appeals decisions are not subject to review by the Board of Selectmen but can be 
appealed to Superior Court. 
The BOA is comprised of five full voting members and two associate members who are ready to step in 
when a member is absent. Anyone may appeal a decision of the Codes Office and, through a formal 
procedure, the BOA will review the facts at a public meeting using the applicable statutes and ordinances, 
allow anyone to speak on the record, and reach a decision by majority vote. 
The BOA meets monthly or as needed, usually the 4th Wednesday of the month. Meetings are held at the 
Town Office and open to the public. 
The Harpswell Board of Appeals met eight times in 2015 and heard nine applications with a broad range 
of results. Of the nine, one was approved with conditions, one was withdrawn by the applicant, five were 
denied, one was referred to the Board of Selectmen for consideration of a consent decree, and one was 
continued to 2016 at the request of the applicant.  
 
Planning Board 
During 2015 the Planning Board held 8 meetings and heard 13 applications.  On-site visits were made to 
12 properties.  Of the 13 applications, twelve were approved and one was approved with conditions.  Two 
of the applications were for new residential subdivisions both of which were approved.  The Board 
considered nine applications where the ordinances give the Board the opportunity to take jurisdiction for 
the review, but the Board declined to take jurisdiction and left the applications to the Code Enforcement 
Office for review. 
 
The Board also worked on developing amendments to the Basic Land Use Ordinance and Shoreland 
Zoning Ordinance.  These amendments deal with the replacement or reconstruction of nonconforming 
structures and allowing temporary accessory living accommodations while a home is being built.  The 
Board also worked with the Conservation Commission on revisions to the Insect Growth Regulator and 
Pesticide Control Ordinance.  These amendments will be considered for inclusion in the warrant for the 
2016 Town Meeting. 
 
The Planning Board is composed of 5 members and 2 associate members.  Residents interested in serving 
on the Board are encouraged to apply at the Town Office. 
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two new subdivisions, acquainting them with the Town’s Open Space Plan and how their subdivisions were 
in Harpswell’s high natural resource Focus Areas. Learning about this early in the process allowed the 
developers to include value added features to the benefit of the Focus Areas’ resources. One increased 
common open natural areas in the subdivision, and the other added language to the covenants regarding 
best management practices for handling stormwater runoff, using rain barrels and rain gardens. A copy of 
the "Residents Guide" will be provided to new owners.  
 
Established by Town Meeting in 1970, the Conservation Commission has the responsibility of conducting 
research and giving advice that will help better utilize, protect, and plan for the Town's natural resources 
and open areas. The Commission continues to focus on efforts to inform townspeople of the negative 
impact polluted rainwater and snowmelt can have on marine health. 
 
Emergency Vehicles Committee 
The Committee continues to follow a schedule of replacement that was the recommendation of the Fire & 
Rescue Study. The replacement schedule was modified to extend the life of apparatus as appropriate, this in 
an effort to maximize the service from the initial investment without compromising reliability. 
 
The Committee worked with Cundy’s Harbor Volunteer Fire Department and the Orr’s & Bailey Islands 
Fire Department on the replacement of two Pumpers. The potential of purchasing similar trucks from the 
same manufacture was explored. After intensive review it was decided that this would not produce the 
desired results and was dismissed. 
 
The Cundy’s Harbor VFD is continuing to pursue the design of a pumper that will meet the needs of the 
Department and the Town. In addition a new approach to the bid process is being examined for efficiency 
and cost savings. 
 
The OBI FD is looking to build a pumper that will more effectively meet the special needs of Bailey Island 
and still be an asset Town-wide. This may involve the sale of an existing truck to reduce costs and to best 
meet the demands of the Department and the Town. 
 
The Committee continues to evaluate the selection of vehicles with a goal of choosing vehicles which best 
meet the needs of the community and the individual fire departments and provide the best overall value to 
the taxpayers. 
 
Energy Committee  
During 2015 the Energy Committee has been involved with a number of activities related to energy issues 
and the needs of the Town. 
 
The Committee recommended procedures for the financing of weatherization improvements through the 
Harpswell Heating Assistance program. In addition, the Committee has submitted, to the Board of 
Selectmen, a letter agreement for partnership with Habitat for Humanity which will enable implementation 
of a weatherization program. The program will allow 5 to 7 qualifying homeowners per year the 
opportunity to lower their heating bills with local volunteer assistance in the installation and utilization of 
materials and techniques that will reduce fuel consumption. 
 
The Committee has been reviewing alternative energy projects with three locations for potential community 
solar installations. Mitchell Field has the most potential for community solar with the Transfer Station and 
the Landfill also possible sites that could be used with a power purchase agreement to greatly reduce the 
peak demand loads of the Town Office and trash compactors. 
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The Committee has completed the Town Office audit, replaced the lights in the elevator with motion 
sensing LED bulbs and finalized street lighting standards.  
 
This coming year the Committee will submit recommendations regarding efficiency standards for future 
replacement of equipment. It will also be requesting the authorization of the Select Board to ask that 
Central Maine Power study the feasibility of cross-peninsula power reliability connection that could 
provide back-up during storm outages.  
 
The Committee is seeking citizens who are interested in assisting with its ongoing projects. 
Fire & Rescue Committee 
This year the Fire & Rescue Committee wants to recognize Chief Walter Johnson of the Orr’s & Bailey 
Islands Fire Department who had to step down for health reasons; and Acting Chief William Beazley who 
temporarily stepped back into the job after a 3-year hiatus.  Also newly serving as Fire Chief for 
Harpswell Neck Fire & Rescue this year is Chief Frank True. 
Our primary focus this year has been training and documentation required after an April inspection by the 
Bureau of Labor Standards, Maine Department of Labor.  Our first responders completed many hundreds 
of hours of training, likely a record.  In addition to all of the regular equipment maintenance and 
responding to emergencies, we cannot speak highly enough of the effort and dedication of these folks 
who worked so hard to complete all mandated training and documentation on time. 
The Town Selectmen and staff meet quarterly with the Committee.  We continue to need residents to 
volunteer to train as Emergency Medical Technicians, drivers, or firefighters.  If you’re interested please 
check us out at www.harpswellfireandrescue.org or ask any volunteer. 
Call data for 2015 indicates a continuing increase in emergency medical calls as our population ages.  A 
slight decrease in fire calls may be explained by the relatively few severe weather events we experienced 
in 2015.  The following are the fire departments’ emergency response totals for 2015: 
Department  Fire EMS 
Cundys Harbor    64 142 
Harpswell Neck     78 160 
Orr’s/Bailey Islands                          63 170 
Totals  205 472 
 
Harbor and Waterfront Committee 
The Harbor and Waterfront Committee discussed many issues during 2015. One issue concerned how to 
keep mooring applications up-to-date with current addresses, telephone numbers (both landline and 
mobile) as well as boats. The latter is particularly important as boats become larger and need more 
mooring space. There is also a need to have the boats and mooring balls properly identified. The preferred 
method of mooring identification is to have the registration clearly marked in large numbers on the 
mooring float and to have the annual mooring tag issued by the Town displayed on the boat. 
There was concern that many floats in Harpswell lacked the registration required by the Army Corps of 
Engineers. The Committee reviewed a copy of the Army Corp of Engineers (ACOE) mooring application 
form and found it to be relatively simple and straightforward; the form (4345) is only three pages long 
and comes with a two-page instructional guide on how to interpret each question. It seemed that this form 
should not unduly burden any mooring applicant.  
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The Committee discussed the size limit for dinghies at the Town dock. They recommended, to the 
Selectmen, that the limit be increased to 12 feet. The problem of people using floats as permanent 
mooring locations for their boats was discussed extensively. While the Committee agreed that this was 
not a safe or fair practice, no action was taken. Moorings at the Goslings are largely uncontrolled and lack 
oversight. The Harbormaster plans on approaching the Maine Coast Heritage Trust to see if they will take 
on the responsibility of supervising transient moorings.  
Marine Resources Committee 
The Marine Resources Committee continues to search for ways to slow or reverse the dramatic decline in 
the Town’s softshell clam populations. Harvesters have noted encouraging signs of increased natural 
reproduction on the Town’s clam flats. In the past year, there have been more abundant natural sets of 
seed clams than in the previous two years, but the number of mature, harvestable clams remains 
extremely low. According to Committee Chairman David Wilson, this past year has been the worst yet. 
Predators continue to pose a serious threat to the ability of clams to survive long enough to reach 
harvestable size. While green crabs seem to be in decline of late, milky ribbon worms are increasing. In 
response to these challenges, the Committee is evaluating a number of initiatives, including clam farming 
in designated coves.  
One option may be to work with the Manomet Foundation, which has secured a grant that would allow 
multiple Maine towns to band together to explore aquaculture methods that might enhance clam survival 
rates. Or the Town may follow the lead of Brunswick, which is seeking permission from the State to 
pursue its own municipal shellfish farming program. In either case, the Town would designate certain 
coves in which nets would protect the clam populations and only licensed clammers from the Town 
would have access.  
The Committee is already experimenting with nets to determine if they increase clam survival rates. 
Darcie Couture, the Marine Resources coordinator/consultant, secured an Army Corps of Engineers 
permit to deploy intertidal nets placed and tended by Committee members in five coves with young clam 
populations: Henry Creek, Spruce Cove, Big Oak Ledge, Little Oak Ledge and High Head. The nets are 
expected to block green crabs but ribbon worms can pass through the mesh.   
During the year the Committee did achieve a major success in increasing the areas open to harvesters. 
Following an extended process with the State Department of Marine Resources, the Town had more than 
1,500 acres of productive shellfish flats and subtidal waters reclassified from prohibited to open for 
harvest, either year-round or seasonally. This recent opening represents one of the largest gains in access 
to shellfish flats in many years.  
The Committee is also exploring depuration as a way to harvest clams from areas that have significant 
clams populations but are off limits due to poor water quality. Depuration involves harvesting clams and 
sending them to licensed operators who keep them in clean water until they become clean enough to be 
certified safe for consumption. The Committee is considering harvesting clams from Stovers Cove for 
depuration once that area has been reevaluated by the Department of Marine Resources. 
During the past year, the Committee has also collected clams from a number of coves for scientific testing 
for the presence of neoplasia, a form of clam cancer. The disease is typically widespread in clam 
populations but only becomes a serious threat when it occurs in a high percentage of the clams in a cove.  
By establishing baseline data for the presence of neoplasia in the Town’s coves, the Town will have a 
better idea of which areas are best suited for transplanting young seed clams.  
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Mitchell Field Committee 
Mitchell Field improvements continue to attract residents and visitors who enjoy the open fields, forest, 
waterfront, Bandstand concerts and Community Garden.   
This year the Committee installed new signage throughout the property to direct traffic and inform users 
of the facilities available. An attractive kiosk at the entry will be installed in the spring of 2016. It will 
display a brief history of the field, map of walking trails, and rules for recreational use.   
The Community Garden initiated a student intern project with Harpswell Coastal Academy to help tend 
the “Common Garden.” With volunteers they delivered just over 1,000 pounds of organic vegetables to 
the Mid-Coast Hunger Prevention Center.  Our 25 rental plots are available to all on a variable fee basis.  
A full report of this season’s activities is on the Town Website. 
We surveyed invasive plant species throughout the property in cooperation with the Harpswell Heritage 
Land Trust. Bittersweet, Honeysuckle, Autumn Olive, Multiflora Rose, Lupine and Knapweed are the 
main culprits! In 2016 we will work on a plan to address this problem.  
The pier structures left by the Navy continue to deteriorate with collapse of the pump house and further 
erosion of the pier structures. The Committee submitted “Recommendations for Improvements to the 
Mitchell Field Waterfront” to the Board of Selectmen in November, 2015. This report supplements the 
Master Plan and can be found on the Town website.  
Recycling Committee  
The Recycling Committee plans to meet more consistently in 2016 than 2015 to accomplish its goals of 
educating people on the benefits of recycling as well as working to support current management.    The 
Committee has been re-energized with the addition of several new members and has been working closely 
with Manager Chuck Perow to provide a support structure to assist in the areas listed below.  The 
Committee plans to meet on an ongoing basis to build on the momentum. 
 
Areas in which to provide support: 
1. Assess signage throughout the facility including the Transfer Station. 
2. Determine appropriate educational opportunities for getting the word out about recycling 
including having guest speakers, putting articles in the local newspaper, and adding informative 
slides to the local cable TV loop. 
3. Work with current management to encourage composting.  As part of this initiative, revise the 
annual poster/flier and research homeowner composting opportunities. 
4. Review the Town of Harpswell website and ensure all recycling material is up-to-date.  In 
addition, track number of visits to the recycling page on the website. 
5. Explore setting up walk-throughs of the Recycling Center with Town officials as well as other 
residents. 
6. Work closely with management on any long-term planning, contracts and RFPs, as needed in an 
advisory/support role. 
7. Understand the economics of the Recycling Center given the instability of the price of oil and 
other commodities.  
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Town Lands Committee 
The Town Lands Committee continues to be active with monitoring and looking at ways to improve 
Town properties. Upgrades at present Town Landings and other properties continue as do efforts to gain 
better signage at Merritt House, York's, Hildreth Road, Lookout Point, Giant's Stairs, Graveyard Point 
and Uncle Zeke Island. Research has uncovered the fact that both Bar and Jenny islands are owned by the 
State of Maine, not Harpswell. Stover's Island, also referred to as Strawberry Creek Island, is owned by 
the Town and is part of the Maine Island Trail (MITA). Many of the other Town-owned islands are bird 
nesting sites and have landing restrictions between April and August 15. The Town Lands Committee 
tries to monitor all Town-owned islands at least once a year. 
 
The Town Engineer has given his input about additional parking at Holbrook and Bethel Point landings 
and the Pott's Point Town Wharf. Increasing Town wharf parking is on the warrant for this year's Town 
meeting and the Committee supports this modest improvement. The work to provide additional parking at 
Hildreth Road was completed in December. Prior to Committee meetings, site visits were well attended at 
Indian Rest, Lookout Point, Wood Point, Steamboat Wharf, Mackerel Cove, and York's Landing. The 
public and abutters are always welcome to attend and to comment, whether we are gathering outside at 
one of the Town's thirty plus properties or in a meeting room at the Town Office.  
 
The Committee welcomed several new stewards in 2015.  Anyone who would like to be a steward of a 
property, landing, or island is encouraged to contact a member of the Committee. The Recreation 
Committee continues to update the "Harpswell Guide" which is available at the Town Office and on the 
Town's website. The Guide provides valuable information about many of the public spaces in Town. 
 
Harpswell Community Television 
Well…we did it. Thanks to you, our community television station is now Hi Definition digital. Through 
grants, donations and contributions to the bottle shed we raised enough non-government money to 
purchase and install a new digital transmitter, Emergency  Alert System (EAS) equipment, updated fiber 
optic connections and back-up power. This new over-the-air portion of our service to you includes the 
capabilities you have asked for. Once it is completely installed we will be able to include program 
information for current and upcoming shows. With the new alert system (EAS) Harpswell viewers will 
see breaking emergency information provided by government agencies as well as local warnings. The 
Selectmen’s meetings are now streamed live over the internet, many of our local programs are available 
for download on Vimeo.com and we will soon be available on mobile devices. Our new fundraising push 
is to acquire updated cameras for the studio. The old cameras are showing their age and they aren’t up to 
the digital standards that we have created for the rest of the facility. You may have noticed an increase in 
local access programming. Gary Anderson has provided information on gun safety, how to take care of 
yourself in the woods and is working on a series of interviews with military veterans. People Plus has 
added a cooking segment to their monthly talk show and they plan to “spin it off” to a stand-alone 
production.  
 
Of course we have continued to support all local committees and clubs by providing technical training, 
equipment and broadcast time for Harpswell activities. If you are having trouble receiving our over-the-
air broadcast try re-scanning your TV. We are now digital and you need to tell your television to look for 
us in the digital mode. 
 
We are available to answer your questions and to listen to your requests. Stop by for a visit or contact us 
at 207-833-2363, PO Box 99, Harpswell, ME  04079 or harpswelltv@yahoo.com 
Harpswell Community Broadcasting Corporation is a 501c3 non-profit. 
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Cundy’s Harbor Library 
Thank you to the Town of Harpswell for your continued support of the Cundy’s Harbor Library, which 
was matched by the generosity of our community in our Annual Appeal. Two of our long term goals were 
also accomplished thanks to two grants we received this year: the King Foundation for the repaving of our 
driveway and parking area and the Senter Fund for our Local History Digital Archive Project. The 
Friends of Maine Libraries helped us forward in our ongoing goal of providing STEM programming to 
our community with their Inside Out Makerspace grant. Our staff’s hard work last winter in writing grants 
paid off with these remarkable successes and will form a good part of our programs in the coming year. 
 
We have acquired an automated electronic defibrillator (AED) and offer the training for the community to 
use it. We are coordinating with our local schools to enhance their programs: we participated in 
Harpswell Community School’s Math and Science Night and we had a Fall digital archive project with 
the Harpswell Coastal Academy on our historical postcard collection. We look forward to more 
collaboration with our schools and getting students to our library in the coming year. We will also be 
implementing a School Bus Bag program. We purchased a license for showing indoor classic films and 
have had various events to encourage different age groups to come together for movie nights and 
Saturday morning children’s programs. Our patrons have come to depend on our WiFi service, both while 
we are open and after hours (if you happen to pass our parking lot and it is full when we are closed!) We 
have been able to augment our collections and thus save space to house them by vigorous use of our 
Interlibrary Loan support system, saving $2,232 in book purchases, this data provided by the Maine State 
Library’s Library Use Value Calculator. 
 
Unexpectedly our Director left at the end of November, but we are confident our current search will 
provide a very capable and community friendly person to encourage the growth and success of our 
Library and the Harpswell community. 
In 1993 Alice Swallow, then President of the CHL Board, wrote in her Annual Report to the Town: “ We 
invite residents of Harpswell and guests to stop by to utilize and enjoy the Library and the little ocean 
park behind it. Pack a picnic, grab a good book and READ, READ, READ!” This sentiment is still so 
true. 
Sue Hawkes, President, Carol Taylor, Vice-President 
Pam Bichrest, Treasurer, Dianne Chilmonczyk, Secretary 
 
 
Orr’s Island Library 
The Orr’s Island Library’s 111th year of operation was one of many successes and triumphs. Our 115 
year-old organization and 110 year-old building continue to offer traditional library services as it moves 
into a more community resource environment. The slogan adopted at the beginning of our recent 
renovation and building project, “Moving ahead while preserving the past,” holds true everyday of our 
operation. 
The Board of Trustees is mindful that we have a trust to uphold to the Town of Harpswell and to our 
patrons who live near and far. The funding we receive from Town, grants received for particular projects, 
and from individual supporters, all across the United States and beyond, make it possible for us to 
continue offering our services and the use of our building, free of charge. 
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First Thursday lectures completed its second year and the number of attendees has risen from a dozen or 
so in the beginning to over seventy at one fall 2015 lecture. The lectures feature local individuals with a 
unique story to tell, including the Poet Laureate of Maine, Wesley McNair, who was our guest in 
September. Health Talks were introduced in 2015 and will continue in 2016. 
Children’s summer programs continued with six events held in 2015. All are educational and based on 
having a good time in the summer! There are numerous events that have become “annual events”, Paper 
Shredding, Founders Day Dinner, Longest Yard Sale, The Annual Book Sale and Fair.  
Planning for exciting events in 2016 is underway. Come and learn how you can become more involved in 
your local library and share in the satisfaction of knowing that the Orr’s Island Library makes a difference 
in our Harpswell community.  
Joanne Rogers, Librarian 
John R. Webster, Board of Trustees President 
 
Curtis Memorial Library 
2015 was a busy, exciting year at Curtis Library.  The Curtis Collaboratory opened at the beginning of the 
year.  It is part interactive mini-classroom, part think tank, part play space, part studio, part museum, part 
gallery and all parts library.  The Collaboratory is a dynamic, participatory learning experience for people 
of all ages and interests and it is open whenever the library is open.  Please visit! 
In April the library initiated a community conversation titled “10 Days, 100 Ideas”.  The goal was to 
identify what library users liked at the library, what they would like to see changed, and their ideas about 
the library’s future.  Over 1,500 ideas were submitted during the ten days and the library has already 
implemented many of the ideas suggested. 
Library users also told us they continue to want both a traditional community library with space for quiet 
and reading and a modern, bustling community center with computers, electronic resources, and 
programming relevant to life in today’s world.  Curtis staff and volunteers are working hard to provide 
both. 
In 2015 you also could find Curtis librarians out in the community doing programs and classes about 
topics as diverse as money management, job searching, the library of the future, and story time for kids.  
If you would like a Curtis librarian to do a program or presentation for your community organization, 
please call the library. 
Our thanks go to the citizens of Harpswell for their continued support of Curtis Memorial Library.  Your 
participation in this institution has been a long tradition and one that we hope continues far into the future.   
Elisabeth Doucett, Executive Director 
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Harpswell Aging at Home: co,mmun·ty Assessment 
Harpswell A1ing at Home (HAH) is a <:iommunilyrled effort to enable the peop1e of Ha rpswell to 
lii.te more safely an.d comfortably 1n ~heir homas and community as. tl\ei,i age. 
• From August throueh December 2015, HAH embarked on an ass.essment project to better 
unders.tand what i(s like to age in Harps.well and what supports people need as tl'\ey age. 
• A c:omrnunity stJN(!j'WtlS avalla'ble to lhl? put.lie: onllnc through the Town website and 
hard copies were circulated in local stores., through diurc:ne5 and at loc:.al event.s. Focus 
Groups were also held in three town locations. 
• More than 340 people responded to tl'\e ~urvey~ 21 people partfdpated In Focus Groups. 
• In addition, key demographics were collected and analyzed bv HAH. 
• lfhe res.t1lts of this information form the basis for a comprehensive Assessment Report that 
tlas oeen publis.l'Le-d and is a~llal>le on the town's weo~ite. 
• Results fl'om this aS$essment wil l guide HAH's proeess to cteate a1 eommunity-diriven action 
plan, ready to taunc:h in late SprinB 2016. 
Key Findings: 
1) With a median age of S6.91 IHarp:sweU Js tne oldest town ln Maine with more than 3,000 
residents. and our numbers of older residents. are growing. Harps.well's. older adults mtend 
to age in Harpswell. 
2) Mori'.!' than one-third of older adults. n Har:psw.c11 do 
not have enough resources lo meet basic e:c,:iense.s. 
3) A majority of older Harpswell resrdents live in nomes 
tlley own that are more than 2S vears old. Home 
maintenance, bas.it home repair and help with 
slmplt!' mor~s arre the- top needs for ofde?r rcs[dents 
"For me-, in light ofagin& at home, 
the community I'm in is the most 
helpful ~hing. They ilre iust 
incredibly c3ring people that 
notice. They don't tum 3 blind cy ·• 
Tbty know whether you've b c:n 
4) Many oldet residents .ate ileluctant to .ask fot help .and out and about or if they haven't 
are unfamiliar witli elder c.ire options, even when seen you for a day or two. They 3n! 
needed. People want easier access to informaUon and aware otyou and they care."' 
a neutl"al place tnev can call for help. 
S) Older residents. continue to drive their cars into focus Group Pc11retpcnt 
ad1Janc~d old age. Most don't neoo heip now. but antldpate the ne!MI and want to find 
practic:a I solutions. 
Conclusions: 
• Harpswell's. older residents are a treme-ndous resource to Uie communiti,i; th.ey are already 
volunteering and are eager to be a part of crafting solutioM that help people age at home. 
• Harspw-eU is built on strong traditions of neighbors helping neiehbors.; older adults value 
people of all ages. Jn Harpswell and want :sotutions. that strengthen lntergenetational bonds. 
Hatpswelrs. demogtaptiv. geography and history present cutttiral cnallenges that need to be 
coruiderecl in desierdng respon5es to the needs of older residents. 
• Increasing access to simple oome rc-palr options, help with chores, rides, and information 
about elder care and related sel"\licM will nelp residents to remain in HarpsweH as thev age. 
• SociaU;i:ation is .a critical and valued pan of aging in place. Older res.ide11t:s want more 
opportunities to socialize as well as. vcar·round walking and reer1eatlonal opportunities. 
To ream more, co11tact Dave Brown at 207-725-5601 or Jess Maurer al 207-332-1640. 
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Maine School Administrative District No. 75 
50 Republic Avenue 
Topsham, Maine  04086 
TEL (207) 729-9961      FAX (207) 725-9354 
www.link75.org 
BRADLEY V. SMITH              PATRICK F. MOORE, PH.D. 
Superintendent       Director of Special Services 
        (207) 729-1557 
 
 DANIEL A. CHUHTA      DIANA L.S. McCAIN   
Assistant Superintendent     Director of Adult and   
Community Education    
STEVEN A. DYER      (207) 729-7323 
Business Manager 
   
 
February 2, 2016 
 
It continues to be a privilege and honor to serve as Superintendent of Schools of M.S.A.D. No. 75.  
The M.S.A.D. No. 75 Board of Directors must certainly be the most dedicated and hard-working 
school board in the State!  Among those are Sarah Clemons, Linda W. Hall, David A. Johnson and 
Joanne M. Rogers, all residents of Harpswell. 
 
In addition to regular Board meetings, members of the Board are involved in various committees 
throughout the year.  These include the Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Committee, the 
work of which includes adoption of a new K-6 math program and the Finance Committee 
responsible for developing the budget for FY 16, and currently beginning the FY 17 budget 
process.  The Facilities Committee prioritized and approved projects this past year that included 
creating an additional instructional space inside the Learning Commons of Harpswell Community 
School and also approved a major Energy Performance project.  The Policy Committee revised 
and adopted numerous policies that guide the District.  The Committee conducted a complete 
review and revision of personnel policies, charter school student participation in extracurricular 
activities; and Committee members are currently reviewing facility use of buildings and grounds.  
The Negotiations Committee reached three-year contractual agreements with two of the four 
bargaining units and is currently negotiating with the Teachers Association.  The Superintendent 
Evaluation Committee utilizes a comprehensive process that involves goals and performance 
review. 
 
If that weren’t enough …. Board members are also involved in several committees that include 
teachers, administrators and community members.  Two State initiatives seek to improve student 
learning by changing the way teachers are evaluated, and raising the standards of learning to 
require students to demonstrate proficiency in order to receive a diploma.  Both initiatives are 
important, subject to the political dynamics in our state and nation, and are “moving targets” that 
continue to change.  Teacher and Principal Evaluation (PEPG) requirements are currently under 
consideration for change, based upon the new Every Student Succeeds Act that returns some 
authority for educational decisions back to the States from the federal government.  The 
Proficiency-Based Diploma requirements continue to be a source of conflict that includes rigorous 
learning standards in Maine, and yet another change in our State-required assessment.  Three years  
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ago school districts used the NECAP assessment.  Last year we switched to SmarterBalanced 
Assessment and this spring will shift again to yet another State assessment!  Students in Grades 3-
8 will take an assessment developed by Measured Progress.  We will return to the SAT, 
administered to students during their third year of high school. 
 
Perhaps the biggest news, however, is the high school project.   Over the past year, the District has 
followed the State process for school construction projects, completing the Educational 
Specifications, a New vs. Renovation Study, and held numerous forums in our communities.  The 
first Straw Vote, held on January 21, 2016, resulted in an 85-0 vote in unanimous support of 
remaining on the current campus.  District officials and the architectural firm of PDT (Portland 
Design Team) are currently engaged in space allocation determinations.  Updates on the project 
are available through the District or any school website, as well as Facebook and Twitter. 
 
There is exciting and important work underway in our schools.  However, we cannot forget that 
we do this work while teaching and supporting the nearly 2,500 students who come to school each 
day.  Helping students acquire important knowledge and life skills is more demanding than ever; 
and we are so fortunate to have such dedicated and talented teachers, support staff, and 
administrators in our schools. 
 
On behalf of the students and staff of M.S.A.D. No. 75, please know how grateful we are to have 
communities that value the importance of education through their involvement and support! 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Bradley V. Smith  
Superintendent of Schools 
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January 29, 2016 
Board of Selecimen 
Town of Harpswell, Maine 
Harpswell, Maine 
We were engaged by the Town of Harpswell and have audited the financial statements 
of the Town of Harpswell as of and for the year ended December 31, 2015. The 
rotlowtng statements and sehedules have Men excerpted from the 2015 nnancfal 
statements. a <:001)1ete oopy of wf'lich, includiig our opinion thereon. will be available 
for inspection al the Town Office. 
Included herein are: 
Statement of Revenues. Expenditures and Changes 
in Fund Balances -Governmental Funds 
Comparative Balance Sheets - General Fund 
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, aOO Changes in Fund 
Balance {Budgetary Basis of Accounlng) - General Fund 
Combining Statement of Revenues. Expenditures and Changes 
in Fund Balances - Nonmajor Goverrmental Funds 
Certified Public Accountants 
3 Old O rcturJ ROCld. J)u:uon. ~bii.e CMOO.l 
T.C (800) >00-7706 (207) ?2?"100<. l'>xo (207) ?2?-<W'J 
" ..... ...,. .• rtinnUth.c:(Wn 
Statement 4 
Exhibit A-1 
Exhibit A-2 
Exhibit B-2 
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Statement?4
TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
Statement?of?Revenues,?Expenditures?and?Changes?in?Fund?Balances
Governmental?Funds
For?the?year?ended?December?31,?2015
? Other Total
Road Governmental Governmental
General Projects Funds Funds
Revenues:
Taxes ?$ 12,468,812??????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 12,468,812???????????
Intergovernmental 177,868????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 51,877??????????????????? 229,745?????????????????
Miscellaneous 609,435????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 55,470??????????????????? 664,905?????????????????
Total?revenues 13,256,115??????????? ??????????????????????????????? 107,347????????????????? 13,363,462???????????
Expenditures:
Current:
General?government 1,291,678????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 1,291,678?????????????
Public?works 771,825????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 771,825?????????????????
Protection?and?safety 1,128,732????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 1,128,732?????????????
Health?and?welfare 31,767??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 31,767???????????????????
Cultural?and?recreation 269,162????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 62,132??????????????????? 331,294?????????????????
Education 7,622,307????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 7,622,307?????????????
County?taxes 1,255,204????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 1,255,204?????????????
Overlay/abatements 1,953?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 1,953??????????????????????
Debt?service 553,044????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 553,044?????????????????
Capital?and?special?projects 304,400????????????????? 177,269????????????????? 262,645????????????????? 744,314?????????????????
Total?expenditures 13,230,072??????????? 177,269????????????????? 324,777????????????????? 13,732,118???????????
Excess?(deficiency)?of?revenues?over?(under)?expenditure 26,043??????????????????? (177,269)??????????????? (217,430)??????????????? (368,656)???????????????
Other?financing?sources?(uses):
Proceeds?from?long?term?debt ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
Transfers?(to)?from?other?funds (89,500)?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 89,500??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
Total?other?financing?sources?(uses) (89,500)?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 89,500??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
Net?change?in?fund?balances (63,457)?????????????????? (177,269)??????????????? (127,930)??????????????? (368,656)???????????????
Fund?balances,?beginning?of?year? 3,985,069????????????? 493,933????????????????? 685,415????????????????? 5,164,417?????????????
Fund?balances,?end?of?year ?$ 3,921,612????????????? 316,664????????????????? 557,485????????????????? 4,795,761?????????????
See?accompanying?notes?to?financial?statements.
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Exhibit?A?1
TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
Comparative?Balance?Sheets
General?Fund
December?31,?2015?and?2014
2015 2014
ASSETS
Cash?and?cash?equivalents ?$ 4,642,455???????????? 5,028,136???????
Receivables:
Taxes 332,522???????????????? 356,543???????????
Tax?liens?and?acquired?properties 61,556?????????????????? 68,326?????????????
Other 74,807?????????????????? 59,504?????????????
Prepaid?items 16,650?????????????????? 17,147?????????????
Total?assets ?$ 5,127,990???????????? 5,529,656???????
LIABILITIES?
Accounts?payable?and?other?liabilities 49,709?????????????????? 73,713?????????????
Unearned?revenue???taxes?paid?in?advance 4,645???????????????????? 5,061????????????????
Unearned?revenue???other 7,875???????????????????? 16,465?????????????
Interfund?payables:
Special?Revenue 51,484?????????????????? 46,610?????????????
Capital?Projects? 822,665???????????????? 1,132,738???????
Total?liabilities 936,378???????????????? 1,274,587???????
DEFERRED?INFLOWS?OF?RESOURCES
Unavailable?revenue???property?taxes 270,000???????????????? 270,000???????????
Total?deferred?inflows?of?resources 270,000???????????????? 270,000???????????
FUND?BALANCE
Nonspendable:
Prepaid?Insurance 16,650?????????????????? 17,147?????????????
Committed:
Land?acquisition?and?easement?monitoring ????????????????????????????? 15,838?????????????
Assigned 453,771???????????????? 558,720???????????
Unassigned 3,451,191???????????? 3,393,364???????
Total?fund?balance 3,921,612???????????? 3,985,069???????
?Total?liabilities,?deferred?inflows?of??????????????????????????
resources,?and?fund?balance? ?$ 5,127,990???????????? 5,529,656???????
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Exhibit?A?2
Variance
Budgeted?amounts ? positive
Original Final Actual (negative)
Revenues:
Taxes:
Property?taxes ?$ 11,265,823???? 11,265,823????? 11,265,986????? 163???????????????????????
Change?in?unavailable?revenue? ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
Interest?and?fees?on?property?taxes 21,000???????????? 21,000????????????? 21,606????????????? 606???????????????????????
Excise?taxes?and?registration?fees 1,072,000?????? 1,072,000??????? 1,181,220??????? 109,220???????????????
Total?taxes 12,358,823???? 12,358,823????? 12,468,812????? 109,989???????????????
Intergovernmental:
State?revenue?sharing 60,000???????????? 60,000????????????? 68,480????????????? 8,480???????????????????
Local?road?assistance?URIP 34,000???????????? 34,000????????????? 35,164????????????? 1,164???????????????????
Homestead?exemption?and?BETE 44,405???????????? 44,405????????????? 44,449????????????? 44?????????????????????????
Tree?growth 9,000??????????????? 9,000??????????????? 10,353????????????? 1,353???????????????????
General?assistance 6,000??????????????? 6,000??????????????? 8,066???????????????? 2,066???????????????????
Veterans?exemption 3,000??????????????? 3,000??????????????? 3,413???????????????? 413???????????????????????
Other 2,000??????????????? 2,000??????????????? 7,943???????????????? 5,943???????????????????
Total?intergovernmental 158,405?????????? 158,405??????????? 177,868??????????? 19,463?????????????????
Miscellaneous:
Interest?earned 8,000??????????????? 8,000??????????????? 6,680???????????????? (1,320)??????????????????
Copies?and?records 3,500??????????????? 3,500??????????????? 3,480???????????????? (20)????????????????????????
Cable?TV?franchise?fee 80,000???????????? 80,000????????????? 89,593????????????? 9,593???????????????????
Cable?technology?&?capital?equipment 11,400???????????? 11,400????????????? 11,400????????????? ?????????????????????????????
Licenses,?fees?and?permits 194,000?????????? 194,000??????????? 197,279??????????? 3,279???????????????????
Fines ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????? 1,853???????????????? 1,853???????????????????
Recycling?center?and?disposal?fees 155,500?????????? 155,500??????????? 158,923??????????? 3,423???????????????????
Donations?and?gifts 10,000???????????? 10,000????????????? 19,509????????????? 9,509???????????????????
Sale?of?property ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????? 62,482????????????? 62,482?????????????????
Receipts?from?Harpswell?Coastal?Academy ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????? 30,000????????????? 30,000?????????????????
Tower?lease 21,000???????????? 21,000????????????? 21,180????????????? 180???????????????????????
Unclassified 4,000??????????????? 4,000??????????????? 7,056???????????????? 3,056???????????????????
Total?miscellaneous 487,400?????????? 487,400??????????? 609,435??????????? 122,035???????????????
Total?revenues ?$ 13,004,628???? 13,004,628????? 13,256,115????? 251,487???????????????
For?the?year?ended?December?31,?2015
TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
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TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
General?Fund
Statement?of?Revenues,?Expenditures?and?Changes?in?Fund?Balance
Budget?and?Actual?(Budgetary?Basis?of?Accounting),?Continued
For?the?year?ended?December?31,?2015
Balances Variance Balances
Article carried Budgeted?amounts ? positive carried
# forward Original Final Actual (negative) forward
Expenditures:
General?government:
20???????? Elected?officials ?$??????? 139,070???????? 139,070??????? 137,949??????? 1,121????????????? ????????????????????
General?administration: ?
21???????? ? Administration ??????????????? 262,112???????? 262,112??????? 252,291??????? 9,821????????????? ????????????????????
21???????? Public?information ??????????????? 9,000????????????? 9,000???????????? 8,615???????????? 385????????????????? ????????????????????
21???????? Risk?management ??????????????? 57,840?????????? 57,840????????? 52,657????????? 5,183????????????? ????????????????????
21???????? Legal?services ??????????????? 50,000?????????? 50,000????????? 52,577????????? (2,577)??????????? ????????????????????
22???????? Memberships ??????????????? 16,422?????????? 16,422????????? 16,422????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????
23???????? Assessing ??????????????? 76,360?????????? 76,360????????? 70,073????????? 6,287????????????? ????????????????????
24???????? Tax?collector's?office ??????????????? 32,415?????????? 32,415????????? 32,104????????? 311????????????????? ????????????????????
25???????? Town?clerk's?office ??????????????? 53,034?????????? 53,034????????? 43,889????????? 9,145????????????? ????????????????????
26???????? Treasurer ??????????????? 28,269?????????? 28,269????????? 27,894????????? 375????????????????? ????????????????????
27???????? Code?enforcement ??????????????? 118,172???????? 118,172??????? 113,647??????? 4,525????????????? ????????????????????
28???????? Planning ??????????????? 78,318?????????? 78,318????????? 47,821????????? 30,497??????????? ????????????????????
37???????? Employee?benefits ??????????????? 350,257???????? 350,257??????? 320,688??????? 29,569??????????? ????????????????????
38???????? Boards?and?committees ??????????????? 6,110????????????? 6,110???????????? 3,112???????????? 2,998????????????? ????????????????????
Operations?and?maintenance:
39???????? Municipal?buildings?and?property ??????????????? 73,850?????????? 73,850????????? 66,681????????? 7,169????????????? ????????????????????
39???????? Old?town?house?and?commons ??????????????? 5,500????????????? 5,500???????????? 4,353???????????? 1,147????????????? ????????????????????
39???????? Town?dock ??????????????? 3,000????????????? 3,000???????????? 3,680???????????? (680)??????????????? ????????????????????
39???????? Town?lands?and?landings 15,024??? 12,000?????????? 27,024????????? 25,298????????? 1,726????????????? ????????????????????
39???????? Cedar/Robinhood?Beach?easement ??????????????? 2,500????????????? 2,500???????????? 1,242???????????? 1,258????????????? ????????????????????
40????????? Cemeteries ??????????????? 11,000?????????? 11,000????????? 10,685????????? 315????????????????? ????????????????????
Total?general?government 15,024??? 1,385,229???? 1,400,253??? 1,291,678??? 108,575???????? ????????????????????
Public?works: ?
44???????? Snow?removal ??????????????? 430,418???????? 430,418??????? 408,116??????? 22,302??????????? ????????????????????
44???????? Maintenance ??????????????? 70,000?????????? 70,000????????? 54,766????????? 15,234??????????? ????????????????????
44???????? Road,?street?signs ??????????????? 2,500????????????? 2,500???????????? 3,432???????????? (932)??????????????? ????????????????????
29???????? Recycling?and?transfer?station ??????????????? 323,690???????? 323,690??????? 305,511??????? 18,179??????????? ????????????????????
Total?public?works ??????????????? 826,608???????? 826,608??????? 771,825??????? 54,783??????????? ????????????????????
Protection?and?safety: ?
48,?49 Emergency?services ??????????????? 192,790???????? 192,790??????? 191,318??????? 1,472????????????? ????????????????????
46???????? Emergency?services?planning 5,000????????????? 5,000???????????? 3,906???????????? 1,094????????????? 1,094???????????
39???????? Emergency?services?building ??????????????? 6,300????????????? 6,300???????????? 4,225???????????? 2,075????????????? ????????????????????
47???????? Contracted?paramedic?services ??????????????? 277,564???????? 277,564??????? 277,560??????? 4????????????????????? ????????????????????
50???????? Street?lighting ??????????????? 28,000?????????? 28,000????????? 26,208????????? 1,792????????????? ????????????????????
33???????? Harbor?management ??????????????? 43,788?????????? 43,788????????? 43,560????????? 228????????????????? ????????????????????
30???????? Animal?control ??????????????? 25,707?????????? 25,707????????? 23,757????????? 1,950????????????? ????????????????????
51,?52 Law?enforcement?and?communication ??????????????? 362,666???????? 362,666??????? 362,665??????? 1????????????????????? ????????????????????
54???????? Marine?consultant?&?conservation?mng 22,015??? 12,000?????????? 34,015????????? 9,718???????????? 24,297??????????? ????????????????????
53,?55 Shellfish?conservation??contract?&?boat ??????????????? 190,842???????? 190,842??????? 185,815??????? 5,027????????????? ????????????????????
Total?protection?and?safety 22,015??? 1,144,657???? 1,166,672??? 1,128,732??? 37,940??????????? 1,094???????????
Health?and?welfare: ?
CF Health?and?welfare?restricted?gift 300????????? ?????????????????????? 300??????????????? ????????????????????? 300????????????????? 300??????????????
56???????? Health?and?welfare ??????????????? 32,880?????????? 32,880????????? 31,767????????? 1,113????????????? ????????????????????
Total?health?and?welfare 300????????? 32,880?????????? 33,180????????? 31,767????????? ? 1,413????????????? 300??????????????
Cultural?and?recreation: ?
???58?61 Cultural?and?education?programs ??????????????? 46,969?????????? 46,969????????? 41,229????????? 5,740????????????? 4,525???????????
57???????? Curtis?Memorial?Library ??????????????? 132,691???????? 132,691??????? 132,691??????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????
62???????? Harpswell?Community?Broadcasting ??????????????? 63,750?????????? 63,750????????? 63,750????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????
34???????? Recreation???general ??????????????? 28,899?????????? 28,899????????? 31,492????????? (2,593)??????????? ???????????????????? 1???
Total?cultural?and?recreation ??????????????? 272,309???????? 272,309??????? 269,162??????? 3,147????????????? 4,525???????????
1 Contingency?transfers?($20,342)?approved?by?selectmen?to?cover?recreation,?town?facilities?and?equipment
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TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
General?Fund
Statement?of?Revenues,?Expenditures?and?Changes?in?Fund?Balance
Budget?and?Actual?(Budgetary?Basis?of?Accounting),?Continued
For?the?year?ended?December?31,?2014
Balances Variance Balances
Article carried Budgeted?amounts ? positive carried
# forward Original Final Actual (negative) forward
Expenditures,?continued:
CF,?65 A.?Dennis?Moore?Recycling?/?Transfer?St.???????????????????$ 56,536????????? 30,000?????????????? 86,536??????????????? 48,643????????????? 37,893???????????? 37,893??????????
Other?capital?/?carryovers?/?reserves: ? ? ? ?
CF Dry?hydrant?development 12,780????????? 12,780??????????????? ????????????????????????? 12,780???????????? 12,780??????????
CF Land?acquisition?&?Town?property?improvement 18,280????????? 18,280??????????????? ????????????????????????? 18,280???????????? 80,762?????????? 2????
CF,?65 Vehicle?replacement?&?vehicle?equipment 76,098????????? 30,000?????????????? 106,098???????????? 37,033????????????? 69,065???????????? 69,065??????????
CF Update?of?assessing?records 20,235????????? ????????????????????????? 20,235??????????????? ????????????????????????? 20,235???????????? 20,235??????????
CF,?65 Emergency?communication?equipment 16,521????????? 5,000???????????????? 21,521??????????????? ????????????????????????? 21,521???????????? 21,521??????????
CF Land?acquisition?map?42,?lot?6 3,318???????????? ????????????????????????? 3,318????????????????? ????????????????????????? 3,318??????????????? 3,318?????????????
CF,?65 Boat?and?motor?replacement 33,243????????? 5,000???????????????? 38,243??????????????? ????????????????????????? 38,243???????????? 38,243??????????
CF Generator?replacement 13,500????????? ????????????????????????? 13,500??????????????? 4,625???????????????? 8,875??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF T/O?&?Facilities?Improvements 45,555????????? ????????????????????????? 45,555??????????????? 57,580????????????? (12,025)??????????? ?????????????????????? 1????
CF Office?equipment 12,205????????? 7,500???????????????? 19,705??????????????? 25,429????????????? (5,724)????????????? ?????????????????????? 1????
CF Conservation?fund 5,000???????????? 5,000????????????????? ????????????????????????? 5,000??????????????? 5,000?????????????
CF,?68 Cable?related?technology?account 9,608???????????? 5,400???????????????? 15,008??????????????? 7,546???????????????? 7,462??????????????? 7,462????????????? 2????
63????? Public,?educational?&?governmental?equipment ????????????????????? 6,000???????????????? 6,000????????????????? 6,000???????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????? 3????
CF Legislative?agent 1,800???????????? ????????????????????????? 1,800????????????????? ????????????????????????? 1,800??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF Economic?development 3,910???????????? ????????????????????????? 3,910????????????????? 2,070???????????????? 1,840??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF Self?insurance?reserve 2,011???????????? ????????????????????????? 2,011????????????????? 361??????????????????? 1,650??????????????? 1,650?????????????
CF Heating?assistance 36,546????????? 36,546??????????????? 10,154????????????? 26,392???????????? 36,151?????????? 2????
CF Marine?hazards? 3,522???????????? ????????????????????????? 3,522????????????????? 1,545???????????????? 1,977??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF Failed?septic?systems 22,649????????? ????????????????????????? 22,649??????????????? ????????????????????????? 22,649???????????? 22,649??????????
36????? Public?transportation ????????????????????? 9,000???????????????? 9,000????????????????? 4,599???????????????? 4,401??????????????? ??????????????????????
31????? Cedar?Beach/Cedar?Island?legal?funds ????????????????????? 110,000??????????? 110,000???????????? 63,249????????????? 46,751???????????? 46,751??????????
64????? PEG?Equipment?warranty ????????????????????? 8,000???????????????? 8,000????????????????? 7,988???????????????? 12????????????????????? ??????????????????????
CF FEMA?Consultant 2,961???????????? ????????????????????????? 2,961????????????????? ????????????????????????? 2,961??????????????? 2,961?????????????
CF Energy?Conservation 2,502???????????? ????????????????????????? 2,502????????????????? ????????????????????????? 2,502??????????????? 2,502?????????????
16????? Property?tax?assistance?program 15,702????????? 10,000?????????????? 25,702??????????????? 9,827???????????????? 15,875???????????? 15,875??????????
CF Pott's?Point?Town?dock?system 5,500???????????? 5,500????????????????? ????????????????????????? 5,500??????????????? 5,500?????????????
CF,?43 Mitchell?Field?reserve 10,758????????? ????????????????????????? 10,758??????????????? 8,000???????????????? 2,758??????????????? 2,758?????????????
42????? Mitchell?Field???operations 2,250???????????? 11,300?????????????? 13,550??????????????? 8,983???????????????? 4,567??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF Mitchell?Field???ramp?or?bandstand?donation 1,800???????????? ????????????????????????? 1,800????????????????? ????????????????????????? 1,800??????????????? 1,800?????????????
CF Mitchell?Field???pier? 8,873???????????? ????????????????????????? 8,873????????????????? 73?????????????????????? 8,800??????????????? ??????????????????????
West?Harpswell?School?lease?proceeds 20,000????????? ????????????????????????? 20,000??????????????? 20,000???????????? ??????????????????????
CF West?Harpswell?School???carry?forward 9,400???????????? ????????????????????????? 9,400????????????????? ????????????????????????? 9,400??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF West?Harpswell?School???capital 15,000????????? ????????????????????????? 15,000??????????????? ????????????????????????? 15,000???????????? ??????????????????????
41????? West?Harpswell?School???operations ????????????????????? 4,000???????????????? 4,000????????????????? 695??????????????????? 3,305??????????????? ??????????????????????
Total?capital?and?special?projects 488,063??????? 241,200??????????? 729,263???????????? 304,400??????????? 424,863?????????? 434,876????????
67????? Debt?service ????????????????????? 560,000??????????? 560,000???????????? 553,044??????????? 6,956??????????????? ??????????????????????
CF Contingency 33,318????????? ????????????????????????? 33,318??????????????? ? 33,318???????????? 12,976?????????? 1????
Total?budgeted?expenditures 558,720??????? 4,462,883???????? 5,021,603????????? 4,350,608??????? 670,995?????????? 453,771????????
Other?expenditures:
Educational?appropriation ????????????????????? 7,622,307???????? 7,622,307????????? 7,622,307??????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
County?tax? ????????????????????? 1,255,204???????? 1,255,204????????? 1,255,204??????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
Overlay?/?abatements ????????????????????? 80,734?????????????? 80,734??????????????? 1,953???????????????? 78,781???????????? ??????????????????????
Total?other?expenditures ????????????????????? 8,958,245???????? 8,958,245????????? 8,879,464??????? 78,781???????????? ??????????????????????
Excess?(deficiency)?of?revenues?over
(under)?expenditures (558,720)????? (416,500)?????????? (975,220)??????????? 26,043????????????? 1,001,263?????? (453,771)??????
66????? Transfer?to?Capital?Projects???emergency?vehicle? ????????????????????? (75,000)???????????? (75,000)????????????? (75,000)???????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
35????? Transfer?to?Recreation?fund???programs ????????????????????? (14,500)???????????? (14,500)????????????? (14,500)???????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????
78????? Use?of?unassigned?fund?balance????budget ????????????????????? 506,000??????????? 506,000???????????? ????????????????????????? (506,000)???????? ??????????????????????
69????? Use?of?carryforward?balances 558,720??????? ????????????????????????? 558,720???????????? ????????????????????????? (558,720)???????? ??????????????????????
Total?other?financing?sources?(uses) 558,720??????? 416,500??????????? 975,220???????????? (89,500)???????????? (1,064,720)????? ??????????????????????
Net?change?in?fund?balance? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? (63,457)???????????? (63,457)??????????? (453,771)??????
Fund?balance,?beginning?of?year? 3,985,069???????
Fund?balance,?end?of?year ?$ 3,921,612???????
1 Contingency?transfers?($20,342)?approved?by?selectmen?to?cover?recreation,?town?facilities?and?equipment
2????? Balances?carried?forward?include?2015?revenues?received?for?these?purposes
3????? Revenue?received?directly?applied?to?capital?lease?payment
Account
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Exhibit?B?2
Capital
Projects
Restricted Emergency
Grants Recreation Vehicles Totals
Revenues:
Grants $ 51,877???????? ??????????????????????? ??????????????????????? 51,877???????????
Interest?earned ???????????????????? ??????????????????????? 994?????????????????? 994?????????????????
Bandstand?donations ???????????????????? 8,586????????????? ??????????????????????? 8,586?????????????
Charges?for?services ???????????????????? 45,890??????????? ??????????????????????? 45,890???????????
Total?revenues 51,877???????? 54,476??????????? 994?????????????????? 107,347?????????
Expenditures:
For?specified?purpose 53,847???????? 52,582??????????? ??????????????????????? 106,429?????????
Bandstand? ???????????????????? 9,550????????????? ??????????????????????? 9,550?????????????
Capital?outlay ???????????????????? ??????????????????????? 208,798????????? 208,798?????????
Total?expenditures 53,847???????? 62,132??????????? 208,798????????? 324,777?????????
Excess?(deficiency)?of?revenues?over ????????????????????
??????(under)?expenditures (1,970)????????? (7,656)???????????? (207,804)???????? (217,430)???????
Other?financing?sources:
Transfers?from?general?fund ???????????????????? 14,500??????????? 75,000???????????? 89,500???????????
Total?other?financing?sources ???????????????????? 14,500??????????? 75,000???????????? 89,500???????????
Net?change?in?fund?balances (1,970)????????? 6,844????????????? (132,804)???????? (127,930)???????
Fund?balances,?beginning?of?year? 2,520??????????? 44,090??????????? 638,805????????? 685,415?????????
Fund?balances,?end?of?year ?$ 550?????????????? 50,934??????????? 506,001????????? 557,485?????????
Revenues
TOWN?OF?HARPSWELL,?MAINE
Special
For?the?year?ended?December?31,?2015
Combining?Statement?of?Revenues,?Expenditures?and?Changes?in?Fund?Balances
Other?Nonmajor?Governmental?Funds
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2016 Proposed Summary Budget 
2015 2016 
OPERATIONS 
General Government  $     1,391,529  $     1,407,936  1.2%
Public Works  $        826,608  $        848,295  2.6%
Protection & Safety  $     1,133,357  $     1,129,882  -0.3%
Health & Welfare  $          32,880  $          33,230  1.1%
Cultural & Recreational  $        286,809  $        300,504  4.8%
Special Projects  $          32,000  $          85,900  168.4%
Cedar Beach  $        110,000  $                   -  
Mitchell Field (MF)  $          11,300  $          33,300  194.7%
West Harpswell School  $            4,000    $                   -  
 $     3,828,483  $     3,839,047  0.3%
CAPITAL 
Debt Service  $        560,000  $        550,000  -1.8%
Emergency Vehicles  $          75,000  $                   -  
Roads  $                   -  $        275,000  
MF:  Pump House Removal  $                   -  $        150,000  
MF:  Capital Planning  $                   -  $          30,000  
Other Capital  $          77,500    $          75,000  -3.2%
 $        712,500  $     1,080,000  51.6%
TOTAL  $    4,540,983  $    4,919,047  8.3%
 
 
The above table compares 2015 appropriated amounts with proposed 2016 Annual Town 
Meeting appropriations.  No bond is being proposed for 2016.  Amounts appropriated are funded 
by a combination of sources:  property tax, non-property tax revenue, general fund balance, and 
State payments including homestead exemption reimbursement. 
 
The Cumberland County tax is set by the County Commissioners.  In 2016, this assessment is 
estimated to increase by 5% from $1,255,204 to $1,317,964.  This figure is not reflected above. 
 
The SAD # 75 budget is developed independently and is not reflected above.  The School Board 
holds hearings as it is developing its budget and then votes on a budget proposal.  Voters in all 
four towns in the District vote on the school budget first by open meeting, then by secret ballot in 
the budget validation process, which usually occurs in June.  ($7,622,307 was paid to SAD # 75 
in 2015). 
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WARRANT 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
HARPSWELL, MAINE 
MARCH 12, 2016 
Cumberland, s.s.                  State of Maine 
 
To Any Constable or Resident of the Town of Harpswell: 
        
You are hereby required in the name of the State of Maine to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of 
Harpswell qualified to vote in Town affairs to assemble at Harpswell Community School, Route 24, 
Harpswell, Maine on Saturday the twelfth day of March, 2016 at  8:00 a.m. of said day, to act on Articles 1 
through 3.  The business meeting to act on Article 4 and others that follow will begin at 10:00 a.m. 
 
Art. 1 ?    To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting. 
(POLLS WILL OPEN AS SOON AS ARTICLE ONE HAS BEEN ACTED UPON AND WILL 
CLOSE AT 5:00 P.M.) 
 
Art. 2 ?   To choose by secret ballot one Selectman, who shall be an Assessor and Overseer of the 
Poor, for a three-year term; one Town Clerk for a three-year term; one Tax Collector for a 
three-year term; and one M.S.A.D. # 75 Director for a three-year term. 
 
Art. 3  ?  To vote by secret ballot on the following Referendum Question:   
 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $135,345 for Curtis     
Memorial Library in Brunswick. ($132,691 raised & appropriated in 2015; $132,691 
expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 4 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Basic Land Use Ordinance and 
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Addressing the Planning Board’s Opportunity to Assume 
Jurisdiction for the Review of Applications for the Reconstruction or Replacement of 
Nonconforming Structures” be enacted? 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
The Town of Harpswell Basic Land Use Ordinance shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and 
deletions are struck out): 
??? 
10.3.2.2. Reconstruction or Replacement. Any nonconforming structure that is located less than the 
required setback from a property line or road and which is removed, damaged, or destroyed by more than 
fifty percent (50%) of the assessed value of the structure, as adjusted by the Town’s assessment ratio as most 
recently certified by the Assessors to the State of Maine, before such damage, destruction, or removal, as 
determined by the Assessors or their designee in consultation with the CEO, may be reconstructed or replaced 
provided that a permit is obtained within one (l) year of the date of said damage, destruction, or removal, and 
provided such replacement or reconstruction is in compliance with the setback requirements to the greatest 
practical extent as determined by the CEO in accordance with the purposes of this Ordinance; provided, 
however, that any nonconforming structure that is located less than the required setback from a property line 
or road and that is damaged or destroyed by fire or any cause other than the willful act or negligence of the 
owner or the owners agent may be reconstructed on the same footprint as the structure that was destroyed. In 
no case shall a structure be reconstructed or replaced so as to increase its nonconformity. Any reconstruction 
or replacement approved by the CEO pursuant to this subsection shall be endorsed in writing by the CEO. 
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10.3.2.3 Authority of Planning Board to Exercise Jurisdiction over an Application. For any application 
for relocation of a nonconforming structure, or for the reconstruction or replacement of a nonconforming 
structure that was removed, damaged, or destroyed by more than fifty percent (50%) of the adjusted assessed 
value of the structure,  made under Section 10.3.2, the CEO shall provide written notice to the Planning 
Board and all property owners within two hundred fifty (250) feet of the property as listed on the Town’s 
most recent assessing records that a relocation, reconstruction or replacement application has been received 
and is being reviewed. During that forty (40) day time period, the Planning Board may elect to exercise 
jurisdiction over the relocation, reconstruction or replacement application. The Planning Board’s review, if 
any, shall be governed by the same review standards as govern the CEO review. The CEO shall not issue any 
permit under this Section until the earlier of (a) forty (40) days after the date that the CEO provides such 
written notice to the Planning Board and all property owners within two hundred fifty (250) feet of the 
property as listed on the Town’s most recent assessing records or (b) the date the Planning Board declines to 
exercise jurisdiction over the application. Any relocation, reconstruction or replacement application approved 
by the Planning Board pursuant to this subsection shall be endorsed in writing. Failure of any property owner 
to receive the notice sent under this subsection does not invalidate any action taken by the CEO or Planning 
Board. 
??? 
13.4. Procedure for Administering Permits 
 
13.4.1. With the exception of applications for subdivision and site plan review approvals and applications for 
which the Planning Board is provided the opportunity to take jurisdiction, the Planning Board or CEO, as 
appropriate, shall examine all written applications for permits or other actions under the Town’s land use 
ordinances and within thirty-five (35) days from the date of receipt of such written application, shall notify the 
applicant in writing either that the application is a complete application, or, if the application is incomplete, that 
specified additional material is needed to make the application complete. 
 
13.4.2. With the exception of applications for subdivision and site plan review approvals and applications for 
which the Planning Board is provided the opportunity to take jurisdiction, the Planning Board may or CEO shall, 
as appropriate, within the thirty-five (35) day time frame, visit the site for which the permit is sought. 
 
13.4.3. The applicant shall have the burden of proving that the proposed land use activity is in conformity with the 
purpose and provisions of the Town’s land use ordinances and any State or Federal law, regulation or rule. 
 
13.4.4. With the exception of applications for subdivision and site plan review approvals and applications for 
which the Planning Board is provided the opportunity to take jurisdiction, the Planning Board or CEO, as 
appropriate, shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny all permit applications in writing within thirty-five 
(35) days of receiving a completed application. However, if the Planning Board has a waiting list of applications, 
a decision on the application shall occur within thirty-five (35) days of the public hearing if one is held, or within 
thirty-five (35) days of the next regularly scheduled meeting at which the application is considered.  
??? 
12.3.1.1. Administrative Appeals. To hear and decide appeals, on an appellate basis, where it is alleged that 
there is an error in any order, requirement, decision, or determination made by, or failure to act by, the 
Planning Board or the Assessors or their designee in the administration of the Town's land use ordinances; 
and to hear and decide administrative appeals, on a de novo basis, where it is alleged that there is an error in 
any order, requirement, decision or determination made by the CEO or Local Plumbing Inspector in the 
administration or enforcement of the Town’s land use ordinances, the Maine Subsurface Waste Water 
Disposal Rules, Internal Plumbing Code, Minimum Lot Size Law and Regulations, and Rules for Conversion 
of Seasonal Dwelling Units into Year-Round Residences in the Shoreland Zone; provided, however, that the 
CEO or Local Plumbing Inspector’s exercise of his or her discretionary judgment whether to pursue 
enforcement activity under the Town’s land use ordinances, the Maine Subsurface Waste Water Disposal 
Rules, Internal Plumbing Code, Minimum Lot Size Law and Regulations, and Rules for Conversion of 
Seasonal Dwelling Units into Year-Round Residences in the Shoreland Zone is not subject to appeal.  
??? 
14.2.1. Administrative Appeal. An administrative appeal may be taken to the Board of Appeals by an aggrieved 
party from any decision of the CEO, or the Planning Board, or the Assessors or their designee unless otherwise 
noted in the appropriate land use ordinance or any decision of the Local Plumbing Inspector in the administration 
of the Maine Subsurface Waste Water Disposal Rules, Internal Plumbing Code, Minimum Lot Size Law and 
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Regulations, and Rules for Conversion of Seasonal Dwelling Units into Year-Round Residences in the Shoreland 
Zone. Such appeal shall be taken within forty (40) days of the date of the decision appealed from, and not 
otherwise, except that the Board, upon showing of good cause, may waive the forty (40) day requirement. 
 
The Town of Harpswell Shoreland Zoning Ordinance shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and 
deletions are struck out): 
 
10.3. Non-Conforming Structures 
10.3.1. Expansions.  A non-conforming structure may be added to or expanded after obtaining a permit from the 
same permitting authority as that for a new structure, if such addition or expansion does not increase the non-
conformity of the structure. For the purposes of this Ordinance, an increase to the non-conformity of the structure 
shall mean: 
 
? any expansion towards a water body, great pond, stream,  tributary stream, coastal wetland, freshwater 
wetland or property line that decreases the shortest existing non-conforming setback distance from the, 
water body, great pond, stream, tributary stream, coastal wetland, freshwater wetland or property line; or 
? any expansion that would cause the structure to exceed the impermeable surface coverage requirements of 
Section 15.2.4; or 
? any expansion that would cause the structure to exceed the height limits of Section 15.2.2.  
 
The shortest existing non-conforming setback distance from a water body, great pond, stream, tributary stream, 
coastal wetland, freshwater wetland or a property line may not be measured from an existing area used mainly 
for access to a structure, such as a small patio, terrace, landing, or small set of stairs.    
??? 
10.3.2.2. Reconstruction or Replacement – More than Fifty Percent of Value.  Any non-conforming structure 
that is located less than the required setback from a waterbody, great pond, stream, tributary stream, coastal 
wetland, freshwater wetland or from a property line, and that is removed, damaged, or destroyed, regardless of the 
cause, by more than fifty percent (50%) of the assessed value of the structure, as adjusted by the Town’s 
assessment ratio as most recently certified by the Assessors to the State of Maine, before such damage, 
destruction, or removal, as determined by the Assessors or their designee in consultation with the Code 
Enforcement Officer, may be reconstructed or replaced provided that a permit is obtained within one (1) year of 
the date of said damage, destruction, or removal, and provided that such replacement or reconstruction is in 
compliance with the setback requirements to the greatest practical extent, as determined by the Code Enforcement 
Officer, in accordance with the purposes of this Ordinance. In no case, shall a structure be reconstructed or 
replaced so as to increase its non-conformity.  Any reconstruction or replacement approved by the Code 
Enforcement Officer pursuant to this subsection shall be endorsed in writing by the Code Enforcement Officer.  If 
the reconstructed or replacement structure is less than the required setback, it shall not be any larger than the 
original structure, except as allowed pursuant to Section 10.3.1. above, as determined by the non-conforming floor 
area and volume of the reconstructed or replaced structure at its new location. If the total amount of floor area and 
volume of the original structure can be relocated or reconstructed beyond the required setback area, no portion of 
the relocated or reconstructed structure shall be replaced or constructed at less than the setback requirement for a 
new structure.  When it is necessary to remove vegetation in order to replace or reconstruct a structure, vegetation 
shall be replanted in accordance with Section 10.3.2.1 above. 
 
Any non-conforming structure that is located less than the required setback from a water body, tributary stream, or 
wetland and that is removed by fifty percent (50%) or less of the assessed value of the structure, as adjusted by the 
Town’s assessment ratio as most recently certified by the Assessors to the State of Maine, or damaged or 
destroyed by fifty percent (50%) or less of the assessed value of the structure, as adjusted by the Town’s 
assessment ratio as most recently certified by the Assessors to the State of Maine, excluding normal maintenance 
and repair, may be reconstructed in place if a permit is obtained from the Code Enforcement Officer within one 
year of such damage, destruction, or removal. 
 
In determining whether the building reconstruction or replacement meets the water body, great pond, stream, 
tributary stream, coastal wetland, or freshwater wetland setback to the greatest practical extent, the Code 
Enforcement Officer shall consider, in addition to the criteria in Section 10.3.2.1 above, the physical condition 
and type of foundation present, if any. 
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10.3.2.3. Reconstruction or Replacement –Fifty Percent or Less of Value. Any non-conforming structure that 
is located less than the required setback from a water body, great pond, stream, tributary stream, coastal wetland 
or freshwater wetland or from a property line and that is removed by fifty percent (50%) or less of the assessed 
value of the structure, as adjusted by the Town’s assessment ratio as most recently certified by the Assessors to 
the State of Maine, as determined by the Assessors or their designee in consultation with the Code Enforcement 
Officer or damaged or destroyed by fifty percent (50%) or less of the assessed value of the structure, as adjusted 
by the Town’s assessment ratio as most recently certified by the Assessors to the State of Maine as determined by 
the Assessors or their designee in consultation with the Code Enforcement Officer, excluding normal maintenance 
and repair, may be reconstructed in place if a permit is obtained from the Code Enforcement Officer within one 
year of such damage, destruction, or removal. 
 
10.3.2.43. Authority of Planning Board to Exercise Jurisdiction over an Application.  For any application for 
relocation of a nonconforming structure made under 10.3.2.1, or for the reconstruction or replacement of a 
nonconforming structure involving more than fifty percent of its adjusted assessed value made under 10.3.2.2 
made under Section 10.3, the Code Enforcement Officer shall provide written notice to the Planning Board and all 
property owners within two hundred fifty (250) feet of the property as listed on the Town’s most recent assessing 
records that a relocation, reconstruction or replacement application has been received and is being reviewed.  
During that forty (40) day time period, the Planning Board may elect to exercise jurisdiction over the relocation, 
reconstruction or replacement application.  The Planning Board’s review, if any, shall be governed by the same 
review standards as govern the Code Enforcement Officer’s review.  The Code Enforcement Officer shall not 
issue any permit under this Section until the earlier of (a) forty (40) days after the date that the Code Enforcement 
Officer provides such written notice to the Planning Board and all property owners within two hundred fifty (250) 
feet of the property as listed on the Town’s most recent assessing records or (b) the date the Planning Board 
declines to exercise jurisdiction over the application.  Any relocation, reconstruction or replacement application 
approved by the Planning Board pursuant to this subsection shall be endorsed in writing.  Failure of any property 
owner to receive the notice sent under this subsection does not invalidate any action taken by the Code 
Enforcement Officer or Planning Board. 
 
Art. 5 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Basic Land Use Ordinance and the 
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance To Allow the Placement of an Accessory Temporary Living 
Accommodation on a Lot During the Construction or Reconstruction of a Single-Family 
Home” be enacted? 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
The Town of Harpswell Basic Land Use Ordinance shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and 
deletions are struck out): 
 
Section 11. Standards 
11.3.3 Accessory Temporary Living Accommodation. During the construction or reconstruction of a single-
family home, a property owner may place an accessory temporary living accommodation on the lot in conformance 
with this section. Prior to installing the accessory temporary living accommodation on the lot, the property owner 
must obtain a temporary certificate of compliance from the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO). The CEO shall issue 
the temporary certificate only if he/she finds that all of the provisions of this section have been met. The temporary 
certificate of compliance shall be for a period of not more than twelve (12) months. The owner may apply for up to 
two (2) twelve (12) month renewals of the temporary compliance permit and the CEO shall approve such renewals 
only if he/she finds that the property owner is in compliance with all of the provisions of this section. 
The placement and use of the accessory temporary living accommodation shall conform to all of the following 
requirements: 
 
11.3.3.1. The accessory temporary living accommodation shall be a travel trailer, recreational vehicle, tent, or other 
similar enclosure that is not permanently attached to the ground. 
11.3.3.2. The temporary living accommodation shall have a maximum of three hundred (300) square feet of area that 
can be occupied. 
11.3.3.3. The accommodation shall be used only for the temporary living quarters of the property owner and her/his 
immediate family while construction is in progress on the home. 
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11.3.3.4. The temporary living accommodation shall be located on the lot in full conformance with the shoreland 
and property line setbacks. 
11.3.3.5. The temporary living accommodation shall not be located on any type of permanent foundation and if the 
accommodation is a travel trailer, recreational vehicle, or similar mobile enclosure with integral wheels, the wheels 
shall remain on the vehicle while it is on the lot. 
11.3.3.6. The owner shall prepare a written sewage disposal plan describing the proposed method and location of 
provisions for sewage disposal. The plan must be approved by the local plumbing inspector.  When disposal is off-
site, written authorization from the receiving facility or land owner is required. 
 
A property owner who has been issued a temporary certificate of compliance for the placement of an accessory 
temporary living accommodation on the lot shall remove the temporary living accommodation within fifteen (15) 
days of being notified by the CEO in writing that the use is not in compliance with the standards and/or that the 
temporary certificate of compliance has expired, or shall disconnect the unit from all permanent utilities and sewage 
disposal provisions within fifteen (15) days of receiving a certificate of compliance for the new or replacement 
home.  Failure to remove the accessory temporary living accommodation or disconnect it from all permanent 
utilities and sewage disposal provisions as required shall constitute a violation of this Ordinance subject to the 
penalties described in Section 13.6 herein. 
 
The Town of Harpswell Shoreland Zoning Ordinance shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and 
deletions are struck out): 
 
Section 15 Land Use Standards 
15.2.6. During the construction or reconstruction of a single-family home, a property owner may place an accessory 
temporary living accommodation on the lot in conformance with this section. Prior to installing the accessory 
temporary living accommodation on the lot, the property owner must obtain a temporary certificate of compliance 
from the Code Enforcement Officer. The CEO shall issue the temporary certificate of compliance only if he/she 
finds that all of the provisions of this section have been met. The temporary certificate of compliance shall be for a 
period of not more than twelve (12) months. The owner may apply for up to two (2) twelve (12) month renewals of 
the temporary compliance permit and the CEO shall approve such renewals only if he/she finds that the property 
owner is in compliance with all of the provisions of this section. 
 
The placement and use of the accessory temporary living accommodation shall conform to all of the following 
requirements: 
 
15.2.6.1. The accessory temporary living accommodation shall be a travel trailer, recreational vehicle, tent, or other 
similar enclosure that is not permanently attached to the ground. 
15.2.6.2. The temporary living accommodation shall have a maximum of three hundred (300) square feet of area that 
can be occupied. 
15.2.6.3. The accommodation shall be used only for the temporary living quarters of the property owner and her/his 
immediate family while construction is in progress on the home. 
15.2.6.4. The temporary living accommodation shall be located on the lot in full conformance with the shoreland 
and property line setbacks. 
15.2.6.5. The temporary living accommodation shall not be located on any type of permanent foundation and if the 
accommodation is a travel trailer, recreational vehicle, or similar mobile enclosure with integral wheels, the wheels 
shall remain on the vehicle while it is on the lot. 
15.2.6.6. The owner shall prepare a written sewage disposal plan describing the proposed method and location of 
provisions for sewage disposal. The plan must be approved by the local plumbing inspector.  When disposal is off-
site, written authorization from the receiving facility or land owner is required.  
 
A property owner who has been issued a temporary certificate of compliance for the placement of an accessory 
temporary living accommodation on the lot shall remove the temporary living accommodation within fifteen (15) 
days of being notified by the CEO in writing that the use is not in compliance with the standards and/or that the 
temporary certificate of compliance has expired, or shall disconnect the unit from all permanent utilities and sewage 
disposal provisions within fifteen (15) days of receiving a certificate of compliance for the new or replacement 
home.  Failure to remove the accessory temporary living accommodation or disconnect it from all permanent 
utilities and sewage disposal provisions as required shall constitute a violation of this Ordinance subject to the 
penalties described in Section 13.6 of the Basic Land Use Ordinance in accordance with Section 16. Administration. 
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Art. 6 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Basic Land Use Ordinance to 
Increase the Maximum Height of Structures to Thirty-Two (32) Feet” be enacted? 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
The Town of Harpswell Basic Land Use Ordinance shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and 
deletions are struck out): 
 
Section 11. Standards 
11.1 Minimum Lot Standards 
OTHER AREAS OF TOWN2 
  
 AREAS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF A 
SUBDIVISION 
AREAS LOCATED WITHIN A 
SUBDIVISION4  
 
 
MIN. LOT SIZE (S.F.) PER DWELLING UNIT 40,000 
 
80,000 
 
ROAD FRONTAGE (FT) 1503 
 
1505 
 
PROPERTY LINE SETBACK (FT) See Section 11.3.1 
 
See Section 11.3.1 
ROAD SETBACK (FT) See Section 11.3.1 See Section 11.3.1 
 
STRUCTURE HEIGHT (FT) 30  32 
 
30 32 
??? 
11.3.2. Height of Structures. All principal and accessory structures shall not exceed thirty-two (30 32) feet in 
height. All expansions of principal and accessory structures that increase the footprint of the structure shall not 
exceed thirty-two (30 32) feet in height. For any principal or accessory structure existing as of March 10, 2007 that 
lawfully exceeds thirty-two (30 32) feet in height, such structure may be expanded without the need for a variance 
provided that (a) the expansion does not increase the footprint of the structure; and (b) the expansion does not 
exceed the greatest height of the existing structure. Expansions of nonconforming structures must comply with all 
other expansion limitations of this Ordinance. The CEO shall review any proposed expansion of a structure and shall 
determine, in writing, whether the requirements of this subsection are met prior to the issuance of any permit. This 
subsection does not apply to structures having no floor area, such as transmission towers, windmills, antennas and 
similar structures. 
 
Art. 7 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Definitions Addendum to Create a 
Definition of Code Enforcement Officer” be enacted? 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
The Town of Harpswell Definitions Addendum shall be amended as follows (additions are underlined and deletions 
are struck out): 
 
 Code Enforcement Officer – the person appointed as Code Enforcement Officer or Alternate Code Enforcement 
Officer by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Art. 8 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance and 
the Insect Growth Regulator and Insecticide Application Control Ordinance Dealing with 
the Use of Pesticides and Fertilizers” be enacted? 
  
[The proposed ordinance is available for review and inspection at the Town Clerk’s Office, online 
at harpswell.maine.gov and will also be available at Town Meeting.] 
Recommended by Selectmen 
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Art. 9 ?  Shall an Ordinance entitled “2016 Amendments to the Harbor and Waterfront Ordinance” 
be enacted? 
Recommended by Selectmen 
(Proposed additions are underlined and proposed deletions are struck out.) 
 
4.16 Point of Access 
An The upland area in Harpswell from which access to the water is achieved that is used to access a mooring. 
??? 
5.1.6 Permit Stickers 
Upon successful registration, the Town Clerk shall issue a permit sticker showing the year and permit number 
that is to be attached to the mooring buoy or kept on the boat registered to the mooring. In addition, the permit 
number must be painted or burned onto the mooring buoy in a legible manner with numbers at least 3 inches 
tall. Mooring buoys without the mooring permit number properly displayed shall be considered abandoned. 
 
Art. 10 ? To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the elected officials’ 
salaries and travel reimbursement as follows, for which Tax Collector and Town Clerk are 
full-time positions, and when the Selectmen fill a vacancy in any elected position, they are 
authorized to establish the annual payment, at their discretion: 
                   2016    2015  2015 Expended 
Selectman               $6,000  $6,000  $6,000 
 Selectman                 6,000    6,000    6,000 
 Selectman                 6,000    6,000    6,000 
 Tax Collector               42,655  42,024              42,024 
 Town Clerk*              46,636  45,946  45,946 
 Road Commissioner             30,450  30,000              30,000 
 Travel Reimbursement               2,900    3,100    1,979 
                     $140,641          $139,070            $137,949 
 
*Town Clerk is also Registrar of Voters and receives $2,455 which is budgeted in Article 11. 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee  
 
Art. 11 ?  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $377,419 for general 
administration.   
          2016   2015  2015 Expended 
 Administration Salary & Wages                     $184,071           $181,812          $179,335 
                       Computers & Computer Services Agreements       30,655                32,400                28,550                            
           Audit                             12,000                12,000              10,200 
           Other                                                                 35,300                35,900  30,860 
Public Information                 9,000    9,000    8,615      
 Legal                 50,000  50,000  52,577 
 Risk Management/Insurance              56,393  57,840  52,657 
                          $377,419          $378,952          $362,794  
  
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 12 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,622 for memberships as 
follows:   
            2016             2015  2015 Expended 
 Maine Municipal Association             $9,124           $8,787   $8,787  
Mid Coast Economic Development District              5,973            7,110      7,110 
                       Southern Midcoast Chamber of Commerce      500                500       500 
                              Harpswell Business Association          25     25         25 
                  $15,622        $16,422            $16,422 
   Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 13 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $78,219 for the Assessing 
Office. ($76,360 raised and appropriated in 2015; $70,073 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 14 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,104 for the Tax 
Collector’s Office. ($32,415 raised and appropriated in 2015; $32,104 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 15 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $58,595 for the Town 
Clerk’s Office.  ($53,034 raised and appropriated in 2015; $43,889 expended) 
 Recommended by Selectmen 
 Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 16 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,308 for the Treasurer’s 
Office. ($28,269 raised and appropriated in 2015; $27,894 expended) 
 Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 17 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $131,652 for the Code 
Enforcement Office.  ($118,172 raised and appropriated in 2015; $113,647 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee  
 
Art. 18 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $72,132 for the Planning 
Office and for planning services. ($78,318 raised and appropriated in 2015; $47,821 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 19 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $333,971 for operations and 
personnel at the Recycling Center & Transfer Station.  ($323,690 raised and appropriated in 
2015; $305,510 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 20 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,933 for Animal Control 
to include $6,287 for the Coastal Humane Society. ($25,707 raised and appropriated in 2015 
including $6,287 for the Coastal Humane Society; $23,757 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 21 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $46,603 for Harbor 
Management. ($43,788 raised and appropriated in 2015; $43,560 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 22 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,206 for the Recreation 
            Department.  ($28,899 raised and appropriated in 2015; $31,492 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 23 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for a recreation-
themed festival at Mitchell Field.  
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 24 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,500 for Recreation 
Programs and the sum of $3,500 for maintenance of Trufant-Summerton Field, and 
authorize the Board of Selectmen to appropriate revenue generated by recreation programs 
for recreational purposes and revenue generated by advertising for operating expenses and 
capital improvement of Trufant-Summerton Field. ($14,500 raised and appropriated in 2015)  
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 25 ?   To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $20,000 from the Recreation Special 
Revenue Fund and raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 for improvements to Trufant-
Summerton Field.   
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 26 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500 for a public 
transportation service. ($9,000 raised and appropriated in 2015; $4,599 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 27 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $355,954 for employee 
benefits.   
         2016      2015  2015 Expended 
Health Insurance              $234,760                       $233,094    $215,270 
Social Sec/Medicare      65,847      63,944        59,173 
Retirement       52,827              50,219        44,055 
  Disability                2,520        3,000          2,190   
                $355,954                        $350,257    $320,688 
 
Note:  Elected Officials may participate in the health plan pursuant to terms of the Town’s personnel policy.   
Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 28 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,110 for boards and 
committees. ($6,110 raised and appropriated in 2015; $3,112 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 29 ?  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 for the maintenance 
and repair of cemeteries and graves in accordance with State law.  ($11,000 raised and 
appropriated in 2015; $10,685 expended in 2015) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 30 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $103,180 for the 
maintenance and operations of Town facilities, vehicles and properties including an 
easement.  
2016                               2015            2015 Expended                             
Buildings, property & vehicles  $72,900              $73,850      $66,681 
EMS Building        6,000        6,300          4,225        
  Old Town House & Commons    5,500                    5,500          4,353 
 Town Dock          4,280        3,000            3,680 
 Town Landings     12,000                12,000        25,298 
 Cedar Beach Monitors & Signage     2,500      2,500          1,242 
                $103,180                    $103,150    $105,479 
 Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 31 ?   To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $25,000 from the Land Acquisition 
and Town Property Improvement Fund for implementing a parking plan, replacing a float, 
and improving the boat launch at Pott’s Point, including the use of such funds as the 
Town’s share to match grants for these purposes. 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 32 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 as a contribution to 
Harpswell Heritage Land Trust for its acquisition and preservation of 68 acres of land in 
the Otter Brook Focus Area of the Town’s Open Space Plan, such land to be accessible to 
the public. 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 33 ? To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,300 for Mitchell Field. 
            2016   2015   2015 Expended 
 Water Tower Removal      $22,000 $       0        $         0 
Mowing/Repairs/Signage                    9,100   9,100            6,243  
 Electricity          1,000   1,000                         1,090 
 Portable Toilets        1,200   1,200            1,722 
                        $33,300         $11,300          $9,055 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 34  ? To see if the Town will vote to adopt Recommendations for Improvements to the 
Waterfront at Mitchell Field, prepared by the Mitchell Field Committee and dated 
November 20, 2015, as a supplement to the Mitchell Field Master Plan. 
 
[The Mitchell Field Committee’s Report entitled Recommendations for Improvements to the 
Waterfront at Mitchell Field is available for review and inspection at the Town Clerk’s Office, 
online at harpswell.maine.gov and will also be available at Town Meeting.] 
 
Note:   The Mitchell Field Master Plan, adopted at a Special Town Meeting on November 6, 2007, serves 
as a conceptual guide for future uses at Mitchell Field.  The Mitchell Field Committee’s 
recommendations provide further guidance and detail for implementing waterfront related aspects 
of the Mitchell Field Master Plan.  Implementation of specific elements of the Mitchell Field 
Master Plan as well as of these recommendations and any associated costs will require 
approval by subsequent warrant articles.  
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 35  ? To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000 for removal, to the 
extent required, of the collapsed pump house debris near the Mitchell Field pier with any 
remaining funds to be held in the Mitchell Field reserve account for emergency repairs or 
other capital projects. ($8,000 spent on partial removal in 2015) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 36  ? To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for consulting 
services related to waterfront planning at Mitchell Field, including but not limited to pier 
planning, such funds may be used as the Town’s share to match grants and reduced by up 
to $15,000 depending upon the amount of grant funding received.   
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 37 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $514,324 for snow removal, 
road maintenance and road/street signs.   
2016                           2015  2015 Expended 
Snow Removal             $446,324         $430,418      $408,116 
 Road Maintenance & Signs     68,000             72,500                        58,198 
                 $514,324         $502,918      $466,314 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 38 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a multi-year 
contract for a period of not more than 5 years for the purpose of providing winter road 
maintenance on such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen deems to be in the 
best interest of the Town.   
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 39 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $275,000 for capital 
improvement of roads, including, without limitation, drainage improvements, utility 
relocations, engineering, survey and other related costs, all as determined to be appropriate 
by the Board of Selectmen.  ($177,269 expended in 2015) 
 Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 40 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $277,564 for 24/7 
Harpswell-based paramedic coverage and related administrative support services provided 
by Mid Coast Health Services.  ($277,564 raised and appropriated in 2015; $277,560 
expended).   
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 41 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $180,000 for the operating 
and capital expenses of three fire and rescue providers as follows: 
          2016  2015  2015 Expended 
Harpswell Neck Fire and Rescue             $60,000          $60,000  $60,000 
Orr’s-Bailey Islands Fire and Rescue             60,000            60,000    60,000 
Cundy’s Harbor Volunteer Fire                        60,000            60,000    60,000 
             $180,000          $180,000            $180,000 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 42 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,350 for other 
emergency services and management. 
         2016       2015      2015 Expended 
         Back-up ALS & Central Communications             $2,000            $2,040                $      48 
         Fire Warden            2,200              2,200             1,700 
         Emergency Management      3,650              4,550                   2,550 
         Dry Hydrant Operations           2,500              4,000                   7,020      
  $10,350         $12,790               $11,318 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
 Art. 43 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,000 for street lighting.  
($28,000 raised and appropriated in 2015; $26,208 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 44 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $31,426 for communication 
services with Cumberland County and authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a 
multi-year contract with Cumberland County for a period of not more than 3 years for 
communication services. ($30,502 raised and appropriated in 2015; $30,502 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 45 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $324,610 for law 
enforcement services with Cumberland County. ($332,164 raised and appropriated in 2015; 
$332,163 expended)   
Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 46 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $187,396 for Marine 
Wardens and shellfish conservation related services with Cumberland County. ($184,842 
raised and appropriated in 2015; $184,842 expended)  
        Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 47 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for boat operations 
for the Marine Patrol boat.  ($6,000 raised and appropriated in 2015; $1,799 expended).  
         
Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 48 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 for marine 
resources and shellfish conservation activities, including contracting for management and 
oversight, purchasing conservation supplies for conservation projects and covering 
potential membership in the Tidelands Coalition.  ($12,000 raised and appropriated in 2015; 
$8,892 expended)   
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 49 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,230 for General 
Assistance and health & welfare agencies as follows: 
         2016    2015    2015 Expended 
 General Assistance              $15,000            $15,000            $13,887 
 Independence Association     1,500    1,500                 1,500 
 Midcoast Maine Community Action       730       730                   730    
 Coastal Transportation        1,200    1,200                 1,200 
 People Plus       1,500    1,500                 1,500 
 Spectrum Generations      1,500    1,500    1,500 
 Family Crisis Shelter         500       500                    500 
 Sexual Assault Response        250       250                    250 
 Tedford Housing        1,000    1,000                 1,000 
 Big Brothers/Big Sisters             500       500                    500 
 Respite        1,600    1,600                 1,600 
 Midcoast Hunger Prevention     3,500    3,200                 3,200 
 American Red Cross      1,500    1,350         1,350 
Day One          250       250                    250 
Oasis Health Network      1,200                 1,300                 1,300 
Family Focus                                                              500                    500                    500 
Lifeflight Foundation         500       500       500  
YMCA (Bath)          500       500                   500 
                 $33,230            $32,880             $31,767 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
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Art. 50 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $46,203 for the purposes as 
follows:  
         2016    2015  2015 Expended 
 Orr’s Island Library              $15,000            $13,000         $13,000  
 Cundy’s Harbor Library    17,300  15,300            15,300 
 Ash Point/Harpswell Neck Library           0    4,525                     0       
Harpswell Historical Society     3,000    3,000              3,000 
 Pejepscot Historical Society        500       500                 500 
  Memorial Observances            1,500    1,600              1,385 
  Bailey Island Library Hall     2,603    2,544              2,544 
  Harpswell Business Association     3,000    3,000             3,000 
  Harpswell Neck Physical Education Association   2,000    2,000             2,000 
Five River Arts Alliance        500       500    500 
Maine Public Broadcasting        300           0        0  
  Water Safety Program         500           0                    0 
                  $46,203            $45,969          $41,229 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 51 –    To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $63,750 for Harpswell 
Community Broadcasting.   ($63,750 raised and appropriated in 2015; $63,750 expended)  
 
                                Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 52 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept a $6,000 grant 
from Comcast pursuant to the terms of the Town’s cable television franchise agreement and 
to appropriate the same for a principal payment on a lease-purchase agreement pursuant to 
which equipment, related to the public, educational and governmental needs of community 
broadcasting, has been acquired by the Town.  ($6,000 accepted and expended in 2015) 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 53 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,400 for a warranty on 
equipment, acquired by the Town in a lease-purchase agreement, related to the public, 
educational and governmental needs of community broadcasting.  ($8,000 raised and 
appropriated in 2015; $7,987 expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 54 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept a $5,400 grant 
from Comcast pursuant to the terms of the Town’s cable television franchise agreement and 
to appropriate the same as a pro-rata reimbursement to the Town, Harpswell Community 
Broadcasting Corporation and the three local Fire Departments for internet and cable 
television costs incurred by the same.   ($7,546, including from carryover funds, expended in 
2015)    
Recommended by Selectmen  
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Art. 55 ?  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,000 for capital 
                  reserve accounts as follows: 
                2016       2015  2015 Expended 
 Recycling/Transfer Station         $30,000    $30,000         $48,643 
 Facilities              27,500                    0      57,580 
 Office Equipment              2,500             7,500                         25,429 
 Emergency Communications Equipment                 0          5,000                                  0 
Vehicle & Vehicle Equip. Replacement                0           30,000                  37,033 
Boat & Motor Replacement                                       0             5,000                                 0 
             $60,000          $77,500                    $168,685 
 
Recommended by Selectmen  
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 56 ?   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $550,000 for debt service 
including interest on a tax anticipation note and interest on an equipment lease-purchase 
agreement for community broadcasting.  ($560,000 raised and appropriated in 2015; $553,044 
expended) 
Recommended by Selectmen 
Recommended by Budget Advisory Committee 
 
Art. 57 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to carry over, and assign 
fund balance accordingly, to the 2017 fiscal year any appropriated but unexpended funds at 
2016 fiscal year end, provided that the funds are used for the same purpose as originally 
appropriated. 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
The Moderator may entertain a motion to approve Articles 58-64 as recommended by 
Selectmen unless a voter requests a specific article be set aside for individual consideration. 
 
Art. 58 ?   To see if the Town will vote to fix the date of September 15, 2016 as the date when the first 
one-half of taxes shall be due and payable, with interest on the first installment to start after 
that date, and the date of December 15, 2016 as the date when the second one-half of taxes 
are due and payable, with interest on the second installment to start after that date, and to 
see if the Town will vote to charge a 6% rate of interest on unpaid taxes.   
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 59 ?  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of taxes not 
yet committed, as a service to our taxpayers.  Any excess prepaid over the amount finally 
committed shall be repaid without interest. (36 M.R.S.A. § 506).  (Excess payment of $10.00 
or less may be credited to 2016 taxes). 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 60 ?  To see if the Town will vote to set the interest rate to be paid by the Town on abated taxes at 
6% for the period of assessment and to authorize such interest paid or abatements granted 
to be appropriated from overlay funds or, if necessary, from unassigned fund balance.   
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
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Art. 61 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize and direct the Board of Selectmen, at its discretion, 
to sell by sealed bid or public auction and to convey by quit-claim deed any real estate 
acquired from tax sources by the Town, or to convey the property to the prior owner upon 
payment in full of all taxes, interest and charges incurred by the Town.  The Board of 
Selectmen reserves the right to reject any and all bids.                                                      
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 62 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for State, federal 
(including Community Development Block Grants) and other grants on the Town’s behalf 
for purposes deemed by the Selectmen to be in the best interests of the Town; to accept such 
grants, including, when necessary, signing contract and related documents and accepting 
conditions of approval; and to expend such grant funds for any purpose for which the Town 
has appropriated funds. 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 63 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to spend an amount not to 
exceed 3/12 of the budgeted amount in each budget category of the 2016 budget from 
January 1, 2017 to the 2017 Annual Town Meeting. 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 64 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell by public bid or 
other competitive process any and all personal property deemed excess by the Board of 
Selectmen pursuant to such restrictions as the Board of Selectmen may impose. 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Art. 65 ?   To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to appropriate amounts not 
to exceed $60,000 from Municipal Revenue Sharing, $1,703,000 from non-property tax 
revenue sources, $506,000 of unassigned fund balance and the homestead exemption 
reimbursement, estimated to be $66,000, to reduce the tax commitment. ($60,000 of 
Municipal Revenue Sharing, $1,623,000 of non-property tax revenue, $506,000 of unassigned 
fund balance and $44,449 of homestead exemption reimbursement used in 2015) 
 
Recommended by Selectmen 
 
Article 66 may be passed over if the levy limit is not exceeded by earlier decisions of the voters.   
 
Art. 66 ?   To see if the Town will vote by written ballot to increase the property tax levy limit of 
$2,624,937 established for Harpswell by State law in the event that the municipal budget 
approved under the preceding articles will result in a tax commitment that is greater than 
that property tax levy limit.   
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